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ABSTRACT
A wide varie ty  o f oceanographic phenomena is  revealed in synthetic  
aperture radar (SAR) ocean imagery. Four basic classes o f SAR oceano­
graphic phenomena, surface waves, fro n ts , wind patterns and internal 
waves, are of oceanographic in te res t. These classes are defined in 
lig h t o f th e ir  generation mechanisms and as a function of Bragg scat­
te r in g , which accounts fo r th e ir  v isua liza tion  in SAR ocean imagery. 
D ig ita l exp lo ita tion  o f SAR imagery o ffers  image enhancement and para­
meter extraction cap a b ilitie s  and is currently  an area o f extensive 
research. The s tate  of the a r t  in d ig ita l exp lo ita tion  o f SAR imagery 
is  reviewed, w ith special a ttention  to SAR speckle reduction and ocean 
parameter extraction .
D ig ita l processing o f SAR o p tic a lly  processed imagery gathered 
over the Gotoh Islands o f Japan is  the focus o f the d issertation re ­
search. Preprocessing is  done to d ig it iz e  the imagery, correct fo r  
d ig it iz a t io n  shading n o n lin e aritie s , convert the imagery from the radar 
slant-plane to the ground-plane, and correct fo r  antenna range depen­
dent power attenuation tha t may be present. Power spectral techniques 
are employed to  extract wind direction and wavelength, and to estimate 
wave period, phase speed, wave height, and aerodynamic parameters 
associated with sea surface roughness through proven empirical models. 
Imagery with spectra and associated ocean parameters superimposed is  
generated d ig ita lly .  Texture analysis techniques are studied to
-Xi.v
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determine th e ir  a p p lic a b ility  to SAR ocean image parameter extraction. 
The in e rt ia  texture measure is  shown the o re tica lly  and experimentally 
to extract wavelength. Other texture measures are analyzed fo r th e ir  
a b il i ty  to further characterize image p e rio d ic ities .
xv
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INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is conceptually divided into  two parts , 
background and new research. Chapters 1, 2, 3, and the appendix pre­
sent the background information. Chapter 1 reviews the oceanographic 
problem. I t  seeks to answer three questions:
1. What are the ocean features we see in synthetic aperture 
radar imagery?
2. How are the features formed?
3. Why are these features important?
This chapter should be of particu lar in te res t to the engineering 
community whose members are not fa m ilia r with oceanic processes.
Chapter 2 reviews the state of the a r t  in synthetic aperture radar 
d ig ita l processing. The reader should note the breadth, yet re la tiv e ly  
shallow depth, o f the unclassified work in synthetic aperture radar 
d ig ita l exp lo ita tion . Of special in te res t is  some research performed 
by the author comparing several coherent speckle reduction algorithms 
to aid in computer marking of oceanic frontal boundaries. Chapter 3 is  
an overview of the data preprocessing performed on the imagery analyzed 
in  chapters 4 and 5. Preprocessing encompasses a ll  image manipulations 
from precision optical correlation through image d ig itiz a tio n  and geo­
metric correction. The appendix simply presents some basic synthetic 
aperture radar physics concepts referred to in the d issertation. New 
research, representing the d isserta tion 's  unique contributions, is
xv i.
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conceptually subdivided in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 concentrates 
on geophysical analysis, p rim arily  of in te res t to the oceanographic 
community. Chapter 5 concentrates on d ig ita l image texture analysis 
techniques and focuses on the d ig ita l image analysis community. 
Chapter 6 concludes the research in Chapters 4 and 5 and makes re ­
commendations fo r future work.
xv i f
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CHAPTER 1 
STUDIES OF OCEANOGRAPHIC PHENOMENA 
AFFECTING SAR SYSTEMS
The task a t hand is  to id en tify  a lim ited  set o f geophysical 
phenomena o f importance to a c t iv it ie s  in the coastal environment, to 
lin k  these phenomena to d is tin c tiv e  SAR sea image patterns and to 
uniquely characterize these image patterns fo r  the purpose of remotely 
sensing sea states. A lim ited  number o f geophysical phenomena combine 
to create a sea s ta te , but due to the physics o f the SAR imaging sys­
tem, only a few of them are manifested in SAR coastal imagery. Re­
search by SAR ocean imagery investigators has established q u a lita tiv e  
links between a few observed SAR image patterns and suspected forcing  
phenomena. In a few instances supporting information such as maps or 
surface data has been available  to lin k  surface phenomena to image 
patterns. In most cases the lin k  is  subjective and based on the in te r ­
pretation of an experienced oceanographer.






The choice of these classes is  based on two c r it e r ia ;  1) the
1
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d e te c tab ility  of surface waves, wind patterns, internal waves and 
slicks and 2) the importance of these features to the s c ie n tific  
community.
The following discussion defines the various subclasses o f each 
feature class, describes th e ir  manifestation in SAR imagery, and sub­
stantiates th e ir  importance. I t  begins with a review o f surface waves, 
the most widespread and fundamental SAR coastal image feature.
Theories on surface wave creation are outlined f i r s t .  The Bragg scat­
tering  mechanism, which creates SAR sea return , is  also presented, as 
is  the concept o f Bragg wave modulation by underlying long waves and 
i ts  impact on coastal SAR imagery. Then, subclasses o f each o f the 
four basic pattern classes that are, or should be, detectable in SAR 
coastal imagery, are discussed. The subclass discussions are pre­
sented to review some basic hydrodynamic and meteorologic processes 
and to substantiate the value of image analysis o f th e ir  SAR patterns.
1.1 Surface Waves
One o f the most interesting  discoveries resu lting  from the 
application of SAR to environmental sensing has been surface wave 
patterns. Crombie [1 ] was the f i r s t  to document and hypothesize the 
mechanism o f surface wave radar return. The f i r s t  order Bragg scat­
tering  theory is  based upon his observations. Bragg scattering theory 
te l ls  us th a t small scale waves (less than 25 cm) of a specific  wave­
length are responsible fo r the radar return . The Bragg scatterers are 
modulated by the underlying longer waves. The la te  J.W. Wright and 
his associates a t the Naval Research Laboratory have studied th is  
phenomenon extensively and are developing models fo r two-scale
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scattering that re la te  d irec tly  to SAR imaging [ 7 ,20 ]. A number of 
theoreticians involved in SAR performance have also joined the modeling 
e ffo r t [9 ,1 1 ]. SAR practitioners continue in an e ffo r t to correlate  
hydrologic and meteorologic factors with SAR surface wave patterns, 
hoping to extract wave spectra and ocean parameters such as wave d i­
rection , wavelength and phase speed. A number o f important questions 
have yet to be completely answered, such as:
1. Do the a lternating  lig h t and dark wave patterns 
correspond to crests and troughs?
2. How do wave patterns vary with d irection  of propaga­
tion from the antenna, with v e lo c ity , with antenna 
depression angle, and with radar polarization?
Final answers to these questions w ill  have a profound impact on SAR 
image analysis but even in th e ir  absence, many SAR image patterns de­
monstrate well known surface wave characteris tics , such as re frac tion , 
d iffra c tio n  and breaking , and thereby give valuable clues to wave 
d irec tion , bathymetry and local meteorological conditions.
The research goal is  to analyze image characteristics created by 
surface waves and measure s ign ifican t wave parameters which can be used 
to id en tify  and distinguish specific  classes o f ocean features. The 
number of environmental driving forces and m odification processes of 
surface waves is  large and the id e n tific a tio n  o f a ll  o f these is  be­
yond the scope of th is  chapter. Of primary in te res t here are those 
forces and processes that express themselves as features detectable in 
SAR imagery. I t  must be noted that driving forces and modification 
processes cannot be separated from the radar imaging process. D iffe r­
ent factors often a ffe c t d iffe re n t imaging geometries. The following
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paragraphs discuss the role o f wind straining in wave evolution, pre­
sent the Bragg scattering theory and consider the modulation of the 
scatterers by underlying longer waves.
1 .1 .1 . Wind Straining and Wave Evolution
Energy exchanges a t the boundary layer between surface winds and 
the underlying flu id  surface account fo r the existence o f almost a ll  
waves. Many theories on wave evolution that trace wave growth from 
c a p illa rie s  to fu l ly  developed seas have been published. Kraus [2 ] 
id e n tifie s  three basic evolutionary mechanisms. The f i r s t  are resonant 
in teractions. P h illips  [3 ] recognized that turbulent eddies in the 
mean a irflow  have components that can resonate with an induced water 
disturbance, thereby producing ocean surface pressure fluctuations  
causing wave growth. The resonant theory predicts that the surface 
wave spectrum w ill  increase lin e a r ly  with time (or fe tc h ). In i t i a l l y ,  
the turbulent eddies generate high wave number (short wavelength) com­
ponents which have slow phase speeds and propagate a t many angles with 
respect to the mean wind d irection . With time, the shorter waves 
saturate and stop growing, while the overall trend is  fo r  longer waves 
propagating in the mean wind d irection to continue growing.
The second evolutionary mechanisms are induced interactions.
Random pressure fluctuations create wave perturbations over the water, 
which perturb the mean a irf lo w , thereby inducing new pressure fluctua­
tions which are not random, but linked to the wave structure. Near 
wave crests, wind streamlines are denser, the wind veloc ity  is  fas ter  
and the Bernoulli e ffe c t accounts fo r  a pressure reduction. The op­
posite occurs in the troughs. In e rt ia l forces associated with
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streamline curvature balance perturbation pressures,and the system 
experiences equilibrium , except in a th in  a ir  layer a t a c r it ic a l  
height above the waves. This a ir  layer is  called the "matched layer" 
and is  characterized by v o r tic ity . Downward moving a ir  in the matched 
layer has less v o rtic ity  than upward moving a i r ,  i . e .  v o r tic ity  is  not 
conserved. The energy d e f ic it  associated with the d iffe rin g  v o r tic ity  
levels  is  accounted fo r by the downward flu x  o f momentum to the a ir-sea  
in te rface . In other words, momentum is  supplied to the surface waves 
from the wind through the matched layer, thereby contributing to wave 
growth. Induction has been shown to be most e ffe c tive  upon slow and 
short waves whose matched level is  close to the a ir-sea  interface.
The th ird  mechanism is  called the maser mechanism of wave 
generation. This mechanism is  p rin c ip a lly  espoused by Longuet-Higgins 
[4 ,5 ,6 ] .  I t  addresses three observed phenomena th a t cannot be associa­
ted with the resonance and induction processes:
1. Waves develop fa s te r, or w ithin a shorter fe tch , 
than predicted by resonance and induction,
2. The growth o f wave spectral components is  not 
monotonic,
3. Some waves move fa s te r than the wind.
One cause in the discrepancies between these observations and the pre­
viously discussed theories is  the in teraction  between waves o f d i f ­
fe ren t lengths moving in the same d irec tion . The maser mechanism 
considers the case where short waves in te rac t with very long waves, 
where the o rb ita l ve loc ities  o f the longer waves a ffe c t energy trans­
port by the short wave components in the same way as an os c illa tin g  
current. Energy is  transferred lo ca lly  from the short to the long
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waves a t a ra te  which is  a function o f the modulated short wave 
momentum change and the local long wave o rb ita l ve loc ity . Short wave 
energy is  concentrated on the forward slope of the long waves which can 
lead to local breaking there. Breaking causes a ll  the short wave 
energy and momentum to be impulsively transferred to the horizontal 
component o f the long wave o rb ita l v e lo c ity . Momentum is  transferred  
from higher to lower frequency waves in stages. Those waves having 
the highest o rb ita l veloc ity  components u ltim ately  receive the momemtum. 
The convergence of energy in to  the region o f the spectral peak over 
time is  comparable to the action o f a maser, hence the name.
1 .1 .2  Bragg Scattering
The fundamental process o f SAR ocean imaging is  Bragg scattering  
[1 ] .  When a uniform radar wave is  incident on a plane surface roughen­
ed by ocean waves, only a single component of the surface wave system 
with a f in i t e  band width contributes to  the scattered power. This com­
ponent is  called the Bragg wave. The Bragg condition, which expresses 
the Bragg wavelength, x w ,  as a function o f the radar wavelength, X Q ,  
the depression angle, e, and the look angle re la tiv e  to the surface 
waves, 4 , can be read ily  developed from inspection o f Figures 1-1 
and 1- 2.
For backscattering o f the coherent microwave s ign al, the path o f 
transmittance, B'b, plus the path o f backscatter, CB, must be an integer 
m u ltip le , n, o f the microwave length. The adjacent side o f the t r i ­
angle is  therefore o f length (nxQ) /2 .  Solving fo r  e we fin d ,
n\_
COS 0 = —2  ̂ (1—1)
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Figure 1-1. Scattering geometry.
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COS (f. = ^  (1 -2 )
where L is  the perceived ocean wavelength in the look d irection as 
shown in Figure 1-2 [7 ] . Substituting equation (1-2) and (1 -1 ), we 
get
nx C0S<|>
COS e = — ^ ------ . (1 -3 )
w
For an x-band radar having a grazing angle of 45 degrees looking nor­
mal to the wave crests and n=l, *w=2 .3 cm. Making use o f the well 
known physics expression v =V/x, where v is  the propagation ve loc ity ,
ncv C0Stf>
COS e = " w (1 -4 a )
(1—4b)c C0Si{)
Thus, the frequency o f the water wave detected is  a function o f the 
grazing angle, look angle, radar frequency and Bragg wave veloc ity .
I t  can be shown that the frequency of the Bragg wave is  identical 
to the Doppler s h if t  of a water wave traveling with a radial phase 
velo c ity , Vr< I f  an observer is  positioned on the crest o f an ocean 
wave and the observer is  illum inated with microwaves, and both the 
observer and the source are at re s t, then the observer receives 
(c t ) /x Q microwaves in a time t ,  where c is  the microwave veloc ity . I f  
one then considers the frame of reference o f the observer on a wave 
traveling toward the source, the observer perceives the movement of 
the source toward the wave, which results in an additional (V t)x
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Figure 1-2. Look angle geometry.
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waves in the same time, t .  The frequency detected by the observer 
(wave) is then,
(c t ) /x 0 + (Vr t ) A 0 
t
o t
and the Doppler s h if t  is  given as
(1 -5 )
( 1- 6 )
Av = - P  • (1 -7 )
In the case o f backscatter, two s h ifts  occur: one received a t the 
wave surface as a re su lt o f the apparent motion o f the source toward 
the wave, and one received a t the antenna because o f the apparent mo­
tion  o f the new source (scattering wave) toward the receiver. For 
backscattering, equation (1 -7 ) becomes,
2V v
Av = - f - 2 -  • (1 -8 )
Now Vr  is  re lated to the slant-range perceived v e lo c ity , Vrw, by the 
expression,
Vr  = v rw cose n-9)
Making use o f the look angle re lationship shown in Figure 1 -2 , equa­
tio n  (1 -9 ) becomes,
v s v COSe ( 1- 10)
r  Vw C0S<|> u  ,U'
so the Doppler s h if t  detected by the radar is  given by,
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For n '= l ,  equations (1-4b) and (1-11) are equivalent, and we can see 
tha t the Bragg wave ve loc ity  is  a function of the grazing angle, look 
angle, radar frequency and the radar Doppler s h if t .
An interesting  observation is  the e ffe c t o f increasing <j> from 0 
to 90 degrees. Referring to equation (1 -3 ),
For waves trave ling  in the antenna look d irec tio n , the Bragg wave 
has its  maximum length, but decreases to zero a t normal incidence.
In the frequency domain, th is  corresponds to a Doppler s h if t  approach­
ing an indeterminant value. P rac tic a lly  speaking, the f i r s t  order 
Bragg scattering model te l ls  us th a t a backscattered signal can only 
be detected when there is a small scale wave component normal to the 
antenna.
1 .1 .3  Orbital Wave Motion
The o rb ita l motion o f ocean waves inherent in simple harmonic 
representations o f ocean waves has a profound e ffe c t on the SAR imag­
ing mechanism. I ts  impact is  based on Doppler processing done by 
the SAR processor to resolve targets in the azimuth (along track) 
dimension. The unique feature which gives SAR its  high azimuthal re ­
solution is  described in the following discussion and the impact of 
o rb ita l motion on the SAR image summarized.
Xw “ 2 COSe
nXQ C0S<f>
( l-3 a )
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Consider two points separated in the azimuth dimension as shown 
in Figure 1-3. I f  the radar emits a sinusoidal frequency, vQ, then the 
receiver detects the instantaneous Doppler shifted frequency, v^, given 
by,
2Vv COSy
vD . - ! --------  ( 1- 12)
which follows a s im ilar development to th a t o f the previous section.
For re flec tio n  from the points PI and P2 we get,
2Vvrt
vDi = — -----  COS Y] (1 -12a)
2Vvn
D2 ( l -1 2 b )
The frequency difference between these two scatterers is  then,
2Vv
Av' = vD2 -  Vqi = ——  (COS Y2" cos T-j) (1-13)
For y s u ffic ie n tly  large, Rg ^  R-j ^  R2 - Recognizing th a t,
COS Yi = (1-14)
. 2Vv.
*  ' c i r W  ° “15)
= I V - ax n - i 6)
xoRs
At any range Rg, points in azimuth are lin e a r ly  resolvable as a func­
tion o f instantaneous Doppler s h if t  d ifferences. I t  must be noted
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Aircraft
Figure 1-3. Azimuthal resolution in the 
slant-plane.
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tha t th is  analysis depends on stationary scatterers to preserve the 
Doppler history. Should a scatterer move during the investigation  
tim e, the Doppler s h if t  in equation (1-12) cannot be a ttributed  solely  
to the motion o f the a irc ra f t .  This results  in a miscalculation of 
AX in equation (1-16) which corresponds to misplacement of the scat­
terers in the azimuth dimension of the SAR image [7 ,8 ,9 ] .
O rbital wave motion results in ju s t such a misplacement. Consider 
the case o f swell propagating in the azimuth dimension, as shown in 
Figure 1-4. From the discussions in the preceding section, i t  is  c lear 
tha t the Bragg wavelength is  short enough th a t swell alone cannot ac­
count fo r a radar return. Rather, i t  is  the modulation o f Bragg waves 
by the underlying swell that accounts fo r  swell detection in SAR 
imagery. For the purposes o f th is  discussion, a uniformly d istributed  
scattering f ie ld  is  assumed. Swift [9 ] and Alpers [10] have investigat­
ed th is  hypothetical s ituation in some d e ta il .  Due to the length of 
the mathematical discussions involved, the developments w ill  not be shown 
here; however, th e ir  results show the significance o f o rb ita l velo­
c it ie s  in SAR imagery.
The water partic les  in  the ocean very nearly move in closed 
c irc le s , as shown in Figure 1-4. The ve loc ity  vectors associated with 
th is  motion are shown in Figure 1-5. Because the veloc ity  is  greater 
a t the top than the bottom o f the o rb it ,  the net wave path is  la te ra l.
Of particu la r in te res t to the SAR is  the nonuniform radial veloc ity  
component in azimuth, also shown in Figure 1-5 . This results  in 
scatterers being shifted nonuniformly in  the azimuth dimension of the 
image plane, as alluded to above, and gives r is e  to variations in in ­
tens ity  patterns para lle l to swell crests and troughs. Alpers [11]
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Figure 1-4. Azimuthal swell propagation.
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describes th is  phenomenon as "velocity  bunching". Swift [9 ] portrays 
the placement and re la tiv e  in tensities  of these patterns in Figures 
1-6 and 1-7. The parameter z, is  the ra tio  o f ocean wave amplitude to 
wavelength and the value of t, increases with increasing o rb ita l velo­
c ity . The important points may be summarized as follows:
1. In the idealized case of azimuth propagating swell 
and uniformly d istributed scatterers, in tensity  
peaks in SAR imagery vary in magnitude and placement 
as a function of radial ve loc ities  induced by o rb ita l 
motion.
2. For the deep ocean scenario, as demonstrated in 
Figure 1-6, single peaks align  with the swell troughs.
3. For the shallow ocean scenario, as demonstrated in  
Figure 1-7, m ultiple peaks per wavelength may appear.
Thus fa r  the case of azimuth trave ling  swell rather than range tra v e l­
ing has been considered. In the range case, nonuniform radial velo­
c ity  components ex is t in the range dimension which a lte r  the Doppler 
history and therefore create an azimuth s h if t .  For swell having only 
a range component, th is  results in spatia l displacement along the image 
in tensity  peaks. Unlike the azimuthal propagating case, displacement 
of in tensity  peaks from wave crests is  not encountered.
The above lis te d  factors, coupled with environmental modification 
processes such as re frac tion , d iffra c tio n , e tc .,c rea te  SAR surface wave 
patterns. Despite what appears to be an unmanageable set of variables, 
SAR imaged surface waves demonstrate consistent patterns due to en­
vironmental modification re lated to bathymetry. Waves d iffrac ted  or 
refracted tend to have long crest!engths and wavelengths that vary in a
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i
Figure 1-6 . Image in tensity  versus normalized distance along a 
propagating ocean wave o f uniform scattering cross 
section. From Swift [9 ].
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Figure 1-7 . Image in tensity  versus normalized distance along a 
propagating ocean wave o f uniform scattering cross 
section. From Swift [9 ] .
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predictable manner. Open water waves usually have short crest!engths, 
probably due to the complex superposition o f several d iffe re n t wave 
tra ins  propagating in various d irections, and wavelengths are often 
d if f ic u l t ,  i f  not impossible to define. Figures 1-8 through 1-10 de­
monstrate the visual consistency o f these patterns fo r d iffe re n t loca­
tions and d iffe re n t days. Our a b il i ty  to v isua lly  extract data such 
as crestlength or wavelength gives credence to the stated research 
task o f extracting s ig n ifican t wave parameters, although the fu l l  range 
of extractable parameters and th e ir  r e l ia b i l i t y  is  unknown. The a b il i ty  
of the computer to analyze scenes more quan tita tive ly  and consistently  
than a human in te rp reter may resu lt in defining measures th a t uniquely 
characterize surface wave patterns which are imperceivable to the human 
in te rp re te r. The long range potential of th is  research may be an 
automatic image segmentation algorithm which can flag  surface wave 
patterns in desired classes and present wave parameters o f in te res t to 
navigation, coastal engineering and m ilita ry  operations.
1.2 Mind Patterns
Wind patterns and s licks are grouped together because several wind 
patterns owe th e ir  v is ib i l i t y  to  the concentration of sea surface 
m aterial by the wind. Slicks also play a s ign ific a n t ro le  in the iden­
t i f ic a t io n  o f internal waves, but th is  w ill  be discussed in the follow ­
ing section.
The three categories o f wind patterns, wind rows, wind streaks and 
random turbulence zones, are water surface perturbations involving re ­
la t iv e ly  small masses o f water whose o scillation s  are governed, not so 
much by grav ity , but by surface tension. As mentioned in the previous
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Figure 1-8. SAR image near Fukuejima in the Gotoh Islands of Japan.
Note the change in crest length when going from open 
water to coastal water. Also note the d iffra c tio n  
caused by the small island.
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Figure 1-9. SAR image near Fukuejima in the Gotoh Islands o f Japan.
The long-crested swell pattern is  well defined. The 
p erio d ic ity  o f the swell pattern is  consistent across 
the image.
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Figure 1-10. SAR image near Fukuura in the Gotoh Islands o f Japan.
The superposition of two swell patterns is  quite  
evident.
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section, wind waves have a profound e ffe c t on the momentum exchange 
between the atmosphere and the sea surface.
Wind rows are lin ea r m odifications (or destructions) of periodic 
surface wave patterns, or the f l a t  sea, found in  coastal areas where 
local topography causes blocking and funneling o f surface winds. The 
increased wind speeds over seas downwind from topographic funnels 
create increased wind stress and give rise  to c a p illa rie s  and short 
fetched seas, while seas blocked from the wind have comparatively low 
c ap illa ry /sh o rt wavelength populations. T ilt in g  of the stressed sur­
faces creates facets tha t re fle c t sunlight and make these regions 
v is ib le  in aeria l photographs. The o rientation  o f wind rows, as well 
as th e ir  structure,shows a marked dependence on wind speed and direc­
tio n . Figure 1-11 is  an SAR image o f wind rows.
Wind streaks are periodic zones o f smooth water aligned p ara lle l 
to the wind direction and show a considerable permanence. They appear 
in appropriate locations where the wind speed exceeds about 3 to 5 m/s. 
Two methods of creation have been id e n tifie d  by R o ll, both of which 
involve the action o f the wind in concentrating surface film s. The 
f i r s t  is  a system o f convective ro l ls .  Woodcock [13 , 14] id en tified  
evaporative cooling due to the wind as the source o f thermal instab i­
l i t y  in  the surface layer o f water which in it ia te d  convection. The 
convective vortices then concentrate o i l ,  seaweed, etc . in convergence 
zones and deplete the m aterial in divergence zones, forming a lte rn a t­
ing rows o f c a p illa ry  damped and wind strained seas. Figure 1-12 de­
monstrates th is . Some evidence has also been supplied by Miles [15] 
showing th a t the convection vortices are asymmetrical, the larger vor­
tices  being the clockwise ro ta ting  ones. This has been a ttribu ted  to
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Figure 1-12. System of convective ro lls  in water due to 
wind action, a. view from above; b. side 
view [ 12] .
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the Coriolis e ffe c t. Weiander's study [16] supports the concept o f 
wind driven c irc u la tio n , although he tends to discount the Coriolis e f­
fe c t. Welandergoes on to id en tify  ra in 's  e ffe c t on band dissipation.
A second suggested method of creation involves s lic k  pressure on 
c a p illa rie s . Stonmiel L I7] suggested tha t the cap illa rie s  exert pres­
sure on surface s lick  m ateria l, compressing i t  in to  streaks. This 
mechanism has yet to be confirmed. Figure 1-13 is an example o f wind 
streaks taken from the Japanese data. Fu and Holt LI8] also document 
th e ir  appearance in SEASAT SAR imagery.
Random turbulent zones encompass a wide varie ty  o f small scale 
c ap illa ry  patterns. Terms such as "cat's, paws" or "puffs" have been 
used to describe them. They are prim arily  distinguished by th e ir  short 
life tim e s , often on the order o f a few seconds, and by th e ir  unpredic­
table  appearance. Figure 1-14 shows an example taken from SEASAT L18].
Wind d irec tion , wind speed, the SAR imaging geometry and Bragg 
scatterer suppression determine SAR wind pattern detection. The basic 
mechanism o f wind pattern imaging is  the same as tha t described fo r  
surface detection. The short wave components generated by the wind 
f ie ld  saturate near underlying long wave crests. The saturated short 
waves are of the magnitude o f SAR sensitive Bragg scatterers. Because 
the Bragg waves in te rac t weakly with the underlying long waves and 
strongly with the wind, Bragg waves propagate a t v ir tu a lly  any angle 
re la tiv e  to the long wave propagation d irection . This accounts fo r  the 
d e te c ta b ility  o f the modulating long waves independent o f the SAR squint 
angle. Wright [20] has studied wind speed and geometry e ffects  in some 
depth. Two observations are s ign ific a n t in SAR wind pattern imaging:
1. Modulation o f the Bragg scatterers looking downwind
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Figure 1-13. Wind streaks on the northern t ip  o f the Gotoh Islands 
of Japan. Winds are from the scene's lower le f t  a t 
a speed o f 9.9 m/s.




Figure 1-14. SEASAT image of "cat's  paws" caused by surface wind 
turbulence. This image was taken at about 400 km. 
southwest of Vancouver, Canada [18].
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nearly vanishes in the midrange o f wind speeds 
(20-45 cm/s) because the orientation and amplitudes 
of small waves are modulated.
2. Modulation o f the Bragg scatterers, looking upwind, 
is  higher in amplitude than fo r the reverse and is  
prominent at a ll  wind speeds. This is  because small 
waves in the upwind situation are t i l te d  toward the 
antenna.
Shuchman [19] has done some experiments with a irc ra f t mounted SAR that 
support the observations o f Wright.
Slicks dampen Bragg scatterers and therefore decrease the energy 
returned to the radar antenna. DeLoor [23] documents the detection of 
o il slicks and fu rther comments that s licks are marginally detectable  
under l ig h t winds and c le a rly  discernable under stronger winds. I t  is  
l ik e ly  that the contrast between damped and s lic k -fre e  zones is  en­
hanced by increased Bragg scattering in the cap illa ry  rich , s lic k -fre e  
zones.
Wind pattern analysis in SAR imagery has the potential fo r making 
a profound contribution to boundary-layer meteorology. A suggestion by 
Hsu (personal communication) is  to calculate the dynamic roughness 




U*  " ln (z /z Q) (1-18)
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and
H = avg. wave height,
c = avg. phase velocity  o f the dominant wave,
U* = shear veloc ity  over the water,
*
a = unknown constant, approximately equal to 1 ,
Uz = wind speed a t a height z above the surface, 
k = von Karman constant, 
from ins itu  measurements o f H,c and U*, and then to correlate  SAR image 
textures with zQ. The dynamic roughness length, when physically in te r ­
preted, specifies the scale o f the turbulent wind eddies that are 
generated by the surface roughness elements. Young wind-generated 
small scale seas tend to have high values of zQ, while well developed
large scale seas support more laminar a ir  flow and have small values of
zQ. Furthermore, changes in zQ re fle c t changes in thermal s tr a t i f ic a ­
tion  on the wind p ro file  over the sea. From a theoretical point o f
view, zQ is  important to the determination of the momentum flu x  which
transfers energy from the wind to the seas, thereby creating waves.
From a more immediately practical point o f view, i f  zQ and the surface
wind speed Uz can be extracted from SAR image textures, then the shear 
veloc ity  U* can be used to calculate the drag c o e ffic ie n t, cz , which 
can then be linked to wave breaking [2 6 ]. Wave breaking determines the 
concentration of aerosols in the boundary layer. The aerosol concentra­
t io n , in turn , affects  o p tic a l, microwave and accoustic propagation 
[27 ]. This is  especially important to m ilita ry  operations in the 
coastal environment where the formation o f internal boundary layers, 
due to changes in surface roughness a t the coastline, a lte rs  the re ­
fra c tiv e  index o f a ir ,  thereby lim itin g  the r e l ia b i l i t y  of ground-based
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coastal radar surveillance and laser guidance systems.
The s e n s itiv ity  o f wind row and wind streak alignment to wind 
direction  makes th e ir  detection important to remotely detecting surface 
wind d irection . The large area coverage o f SAR imagery allows the image 
analyst to determine the instantaneous wind direction a t a l l  points in  
the scene. Figure 1 -15 ,taken from the Japanese data set, is  an ex­
ample.
F in a lly , c ap illa ry  damping by s licks accounts fo r our a b il i ty  to  
monitor pollutant propagation in  coastal regions. The increased in ­
cidence of o il  s p ills  in recent years, coupled with public desire to  
enforce environmental protection laws, makes s lic k  monitoring a p r io r ity  
in i ts  own rig h t.
1.3 Internal Waves
Internal waves are common in coastal regions a t the horizontal 
in terface  between the more buoyant surface layer and the denser water 
below. O rbital motion of the propagating internal wave induces c ir ­
culation in the lower density lay e r, thereby creating surface conver­
gence zones halfway between each internal wave crest and the following  
trough [28] (Figure 1 -16). In the presence o f natural o ils  or man-made 
po llu tants , s licks form a t the convergence zones, creating bands.
When the internal wave is  progressive, the bands propagate a t the phase 
speed of the internal waves. There is  some evidence th a t in ternal 
waves o rien t th e ir  long axes nearly a t a r ig h t angle w ith the wind 1/18]. 
In shallow water, th e ir  o rientation  may be a function o f bottom topo­
graphy.
Two processes can be id e n tifie d  which w ill  render in ternal wave
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Figure 1-15. Wind rows superimposed over a 
swell pattern.



















Figure 1-16. Upper layer c ircu lation  induced by the propagation of an internal wave.
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patterns v is ib le  in SAR imagery. Both involve the convergence of 
surface c ircu lation  induced in the upper layer by the internal wave.
The f i r s t  process involves the presence o f s lick  m ateria l. LaFond and 
LaFond [29] note that the wind stress is  greater on the s lic k -fre e  in ­
tervening water than on the s lic k , which aids in moving the surface 
water toward the s lick  and helps develop a greater convergence on the 
upwind side of the s lic k . The increased wind stress and the conver­
gence o f water a t the s lick  band edges generates a greater population 
of Bragg scatterers. The contrast in scattering in the wind stressed 
areas versus cap illa ry  damping in the s lic k  bands renders the internal 
wave pattern v is ib le . The second process is  supported by Gargett and 
Hughes [21 ,22]. They state that the surface c ircu latio n  induced by the 
in ternal wave interacts with short c a p illa ry /g ra v ity  waves producing a 
periodic height modulation of the short c a p illa ry /g ra v ity  waves, there­
by producing banded patterns o f roughness and s licks . They further  
theorize that occasional highly-peaked, long-crested waves resu lt from 
resonant interaction between surface waves overriding the internal wave.
A number of investigators have documented internal wave patterns  
in radar imagery. DeLoor [23] documents them in  real aperture imagery 
of the North Sea. Gower and Hughes [24] compared SAR imagery and sur­
face observations in the Gulf o f Georgia and correlated SAR image in ­
tens ity  with wave height and slope. SEASAT images show internal wave 
patterns throughout the world in a wide varie ty  o f environments [18]. 
Figures 1-17 and 1-18 are examples o f a SAR internal wave pattern.
1.4  Oceanic Fronts
Fronts are more complex in structure than th e ir  surface expression
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direction—
Figure 1-17. SEASAT internal wave image from the Labrador Sea 
about 150 km east of Hudson S tra igh t, Canada [18 ].
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Figure 1-18. In ternal waves detected north o f the Gotoh Islands 
of Japan.
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reveals, yet i t  is  th e ir  surface expression tha t is  sensed by the SAR. 
The surface expression o f a front is  called a surface fron t and is  a 
sharp boundary zone between adjacent water masses o f d iss im ilar pro­
p erties . They form where there are horizontal variations in energy 
generation and dissipation [30]. Uda [31] notes th a t fronts have been 
known to sailors  and fishermen fo r centuries and have been named in many 
d iffe re n t tongues fo r the various properties they e x h ib it, such as 
shearing sounds, v is ib le  lines o f flo a tin g  debris and foam, and marked 
differences in color or visual texture on opposing sides of the fron t. 
Their scale and life tim e  vary from a few meters and several hours to 
hundreds o f kilometers and years. There are essen tia lly  six types of 
fro n ts , each distinguished by th e ir  mechanisms of creation [3 0 ]. They 
are:
1. Plume fronts
2. Shallow water and estuarine fronts
3. Current boundary fronts
4. Shelf-break fronts
5. Upwelling fronts
6 . Ekman convergence fronts
Plume fronts form a t the mouths of rive rs  where fresh water runoff 
overrides denser seawater. A density d iscontinu ity  occurs a t the in te r­
face. The fro n t re flec ts  the equilibrium  between seaward in e rt ia  of 
the fresh water and la te ra lly  directed buoyant forces. Wright, e t .a l .  
[32] give an unusually good description o f plume frontogenesis. Flow 
deceleration and r iv e r  e fflu e n t deconcentration re su lt p rim arily  from 
v ertic a l mixing rather than la te ra l mixing. Vertical mixing causes the 
fresh water temperatures to approach the seawater temperature with
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increasing seaward flow. Surface temperatures of the plume front 
remain fa ir ly  constant fo r a distance from the channel o f approximately 
four channel widths, then abruptly approach the seawater temperature 
within a f in i te  band. The most intense v ertic a l mixing takes place 
within the band. Over the distance from the channel to th is  band, the 
depth of the saltwater-freshwater interface decreases rap id ly , causing 
currents to accelerate [32 ,33 ]. Seaward from the vertica l mixing band, 
surface currents decelerate. This accounts fo r the d is trib u ta ry  mouth 
bar crest being situated beneath the vertica l mixing band. Beyond the 
band, periodic zones o f la te ra l expansion and vertical mixing occur.
The seaward decrease in la te ra l expansion rates produces parabolic 
plume boundaries defined as a resu lt o f water-mass convergence. This 
phenomena, coupled with the periodic v ertic a l mixing zones, y ields a 
periodic pattern o f parabolic boundaries. The average geometry o f the 
steady-state fresh water plume tends to be independent o f absolute 
water discharge.
Plume fronts are modified by semi-diurnal as well as seasonal e f­
fects. Where there is  a strong, reversing tid a l flow, plume fronts w ill  
form only during ebb tid e . During flood t id e , Bowman [34] notes, the 
strong reversal o f seawater overrides the plume and i t  disappears.
Plume formation is  also modified by seasonal trends in r ive rine  d is ­
charge.
Plume fronts are detectable in SAR imagery, as shown in Figure 
1-19. The presence o f internal waves and surface current convergence 
a t the boundary renders the front v is ib le , although the exact e lec tro ­
magnetic scattering mechanism is  yet conjecture. Several contributing  
factors have been suggested. The f i r s t  fac to r is  wind straining and
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wave steepening o f Bragg scatterers which are modulated by underlying 
longer waves. Wind strain ing gives rise  to a greater population of 
Bragg scatterers a t the boundary, where water mass exchange is  in h ib it ­
ed. Furthermore, when short waves are superimposed on longer ones, the 
shorter waves tend to become both shorter and steeper a t the long wave 
crests [4 ] .  The increased population of Bragg scatterers and t i l t in g  of 
the modulated short waves toward the radar antenna enhance detectabi­
l i t y  o f waves a t the boundary [2 0 ]. A second factor is  fresh water 
convergence, p a rticu la rly  a t the outer plume boundary, which is  the 
surface expression of the saltwater-freshwater in te rfa ce , but also a t 
the periodic zones o f v ertic a l mixing w ithin the plume. Surface cur­
rent convergence produces higher frequency wave populations. A th ird  
fac to r is  the a ir-sea  temperature d ifference between zones of v ertic a l 
mixing and those of la te ra l expansion. During periods o f atmospheric 
in s ta b il i ty ,  where the overlying a ir  is  cooler than the seawater, in ­
creased wind stress w ill  occur in warm water zones w ith in  the plume, 
thereby increasing the c a p illa ry  population. F in a lly , the convergence 
o f flotsom a t the boundary can increase scattering.
Shallow water and estuarine fronts are distinguished only by th e ir  
location in the coastal environment, and l ik e  plume fro n ts , form as a 
re s u lt o f fresh water runoff. They d if fe r  from plume fronts  by the 
mechanism tha t creates the fron tal in te rface . Consider the estuarine  
fro n t. Buoyant fresh water in an estuary creates a s tr a t i f ie d  layer  
th a t is  bounded, para lle l to the axis o f the estuary, by a surrounding 
turbulent layer. This is  shown in Figures 1-20 and 1-21. Lateral 
shearing resulting from tid a l motion is  the dominant mechanism in these 
fronts [3 4 ]. During ebb t id e , a mass d e f ic it  is  created offshore which
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Figure 1-20. Estuarine fro n t, plan view.
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Figure 1-21. Estuarine fro n t, cross 
section.
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causes higher s a lin ity  (denser) estuarine water to flow out of the 
estuary, in turn causing turbulent bottom s tirr in g  and la te ra l shearing 
between the s tra t if ie d  water and the turbulent, higher s a lin ity  water. 
Just as fo r  plume fro n ts , flood tide  tends to dissipate estuarine 
fronts by overrunning the s tra t if ie d  layer or advecting the fron t away 
from its  source.
The phenomenon ju s t described has been observed in real aperture 
radar (RAR) imagery by DeLoor [35] in the v ic in ity  o f the Rhine River. 
Lateral shearing produces a lo ca lly  confused sea state along the 
frontal boundary which is  rich  in short waves. The increased popula­
tion o f Bragg scatterers and short wave t i l t in g  account fo r the v is ib i­
l i t y  o f the fron t in radar imagery. Estuarine fron ta l zones are known 
fo r the vast amounts o f suspended particulates found in the turbid  
regions, including sediments, phytoplankton and pollutants. The con­
centration of particulates contrast the fron tal boundary in photo­
graphic imagery (Figure 1-22) and can be expected to increase the micro­
wave scattering cross section when the c irculated particulates  
encounter the surface.
Plume fron ts , shallow water and estuarine fronts show the pattern  
o f sediment, pollutant and biological material transport in the coastal 
environment, and th is  is  the primary value in th e ir  study. Sediment 
transport is  p a rticu la rly  important in navigable waterways which must 
often be dredged. Damage done to the coastal environment by pollutants  
carried down r iv e r  into estuaries is  often the source of lawsuits. One 
must be able to determine the paths o f transported pollutants to sub­
stantiate  damage claims. The concentration of biological m aterial is  a 
key factor in fis h  populations in the coastal regions. This influences
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fis h in g , both by man and other animals.
Current boundary fronts occur due to convergence or pronounced 
la te ra l shear a t the in terface  between large scale currents such as 
the Kuroshio,0yashio or the Gulf Stream and slope shelf water. These 
currents transport large volumes of warm tropical water poleward to 
o ffs e t the polar energy d e f ic it .  Their fron tal boundaries therefore  
exh ib it a pronounced thermal gradient, too. Frontal v a r ia b ility  is  a 
function o f seasonal flow changes, t id a l osc illa tion s  and bathymetry.
The volume o f warm water carried by major currents and th e ir  flow velo­
c it ie s  vary seasonally, thereby moving frontal boundaries. Tidal 
o scilla tio n s  impact frontal location sem i-diurnally in coastal regions. 
Bathymetry, such as the Charleston Rise on the eastern U .S ., can have 
a pronounced impact on frontal location [36 ]. Channeling o f a major 
current induced by bathymetry in a shallow coastal region w ill  a lte r  
current ve loc ities  and thereby change the surface expression o f a fro n t.
The presence of current boundary fronts in radar imagery is  well 
documented in the l ite ra tu re  [18 ,36 ,37 ,38 ,39 ,40] and some e ffo r t  has 
been made a t iden tify ing  factors contributing to th e ir  v is ib i l i t y  in 
the imagery. Moskowitz [39] states tha t two adjacent water masses 
moving in opposing directions or in the same direction  a t d iffe re n t  
speeds form an SAR detectable boundary due to steepening of short waves 
a t the in te rface . Weissman's studies [38] implied tha t the backscat- 
tered radar cross section is  proportional to the surface stress which 
is  a function o f the local wind, the surface current, the a ir  and sea 
temperatures. He sited Parsons [41] to fu rther substantiate the im­
portance o f a ir-sea  temperature d ifference fo r  current fro n t detection. 
Hayes [36] a ttrib u te s  tonal and textural differences near the fronts
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to thermally induced effects of wind stress on surface roughness.
In contrast to large scale current boundary fronts that exh ib it 
d is tin c t thermal gradients, small scale fronts resulting from the con­
vergence of water flow past headlands, promontories, islands, etc . 
exis t and are seen in radar imagery. They are often referred to as 
headland fronts [4 2 ]. They are periodic with respect to th e ir  times of 
expression, based on tid a l o sc illa tion s  in the shallow headland regions. 
Bathymetry determines the v e loc ities  of tid a l flow and therefore the 
location and in tensity  o f shear a t the frontal boundary. Shemdin, e t. 
a l.  [43] have studied th is  phenomena in SEASAT SAR imagery over the 
Columbia River mouth in Oregon. S im ilar examples appear in the MARSEN 
X-band data near the island of S y lt. Figures 1-23 and 1-24 are examples 
from the Japanese data set, created a t ebb tid e  where tid a l currents as 
large as 3 knots ex is t.
The detection and analysis o f current boundary fronts in SAR 
imagery has the potential to influence a number o f oceanographic in­
te res ts . These include navigation, coastal engineering, f is h erie s , 
antisubmarine warfare, hydrographic and marine geologic surveys, as well 
as the determination of a ir-sea temperature characteristics of impor­
tance to s c ie n tif ic  studies o f wind stress in the coastal environment. 
Wave-current interactions causing changes in wave d irec tion , height and 
length a ffe c t engineering projects and navigation a t r iv e r  mouths.
James [44] documents how wave-current interactions in the open ocean 
are re lated to large waves in high speed currents. Furthermore, cur­
rents re fra c t ocean waves and influence wave energy propagation that 
may be important to coast lin e  protection. Mapping o f the Kuroshio or 
the Gulf Stream, fo r  example, a ffects  the fishing community, general
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Figure 1-23. This headland front contours the island and extends 
in the d irection of the tid a l flow.
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Figure 1-24. A headland fro n t near one o f the smaller Gotoh Islands 
of Japan. The " ta i l"  of th is  fron t extends beyond 
th is  scene.
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navigation and m ilita ry  interests . The thermal gradients as well as 
nutrien t concentrations, make the fro n ta l boundaries areas of high 
marine productiv ity  and, therefore, prime areas fo r  commercial fish ing . 
Japanese fishermen have long documented the large catches often made a- 
long the Kuroshio [3 1 ] ,and American whalers are responsible fo r  the d is ­
covery of the Gulf Stream o ff  the eastern U.S. coast [45 ]. Large scale 
currents can both serve and hinder coastal navigation. Sailing with the 
currents allows more tim ely travel and reduces fuel consumption. Avoid­
ing stemming the currents is  equally valuable. The case o f delayed 
mail between Great B rita in  and the American colonies in the la te  1760's 
is  a c lassic example [4 5 ], Massive shears a t the boundaries can also 
stear ships o ff  course or even destroy smaller c ra ft .  The thermal 
gradient a t the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream boundaries presents a unique 
problem to acoustical tracking o f submarines and is  an issue o f great 
m ilita ry  concern. The mapping o f shallow water bathymetry has profound 
importance to coastal engineering and navigation. SAR offers the op­
portun ity  to monitor channels and sediment transport. DeLoor's d is­
covery o f sand dune patterns in the bottom o f Rotterdam Harbor is  one 
example o f SAR's potential fo r detecting bathymetric features [3 5 ]. I t  
is  conceivable th a t quantita tive  measures re la ted  to wind stress as a 
function o f a ir-sea  temperature d ifference can be extracted from SAR 
imagery. This applies to a broad range of coastal features, o f which 
current boundary fronts are one example. More w ill  be said o f th is  
la te r  in the chapter,
Shelf-break fronts are retrograde (a n ti-p a ra lle l to the shelf 
slope) fronts th a t usually straddle the continental shelf breaks. These 
fronts represent the in terface  between cold , fresh , along-shore
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transported shelf water and warmer, higher s a lin ity  continental slope 
water. Temperature and s a lin ity  gradients tend to have compensating 
e ffects  on density and thereby minimize density contrast a t the fron t. 
Shelf-break fronts are quite sensitive to seasonal characteris tics . The 
c h ara c te ris tica lly  cold along-shore water interfacing with warmer con­
tinen ta l slope water indicates a winter scenario. The increasing solar 
radiation and more constant weather patterns o f spring permit the fo r­
mation o f a seasonal thermocline, thereby creating a subsurface fron t. 
The thermocline dominates the fron tal process in spite of increased 
fresh water runoff which enhances the s a lin ity  fron t.
Shelf-break fronts are subjected to variations induced by wind 
forcing, warm core eddies and calving. Large scale Ekman transport as 
well as small scale wind patterns are the source of wind forced varia­
tions . Warm core eddies are bodies o f warm water that break o ff  from 
large scale warm currents such as the Gulf Stream and impinge on shelf- 
break fron ts. Calving is the process where lens-shaped parcels of 
s helf water propagate through the frontal in terface  below the surface 
[4 6 ]. Although important to frontal v a ria tio n , th e ir  subsurface ex­
pression is  d i f f ic u l t  to detect.
Upwelling fronts are also found along the continental shelf region.
In contrast to shelf-break fron ts , upwelling fronts are prograde (a lig n ­
ed p a ra lle l to the continental shelf slope). They are also characteriz­
ed by a marked temperature gradient, but the mechanism and scale of
frontogenesis d iffe rs  from that o f shelf-break fronts. Upwelling fronts  
are caused by water mass d e fic its  resu lting  from Ekman transport, as 
stated by Moores, e t a l.  [4 6 ]. The western coast o f the U.S. is  an 
example. Prevailing surface winds are alongshore, southward throughout
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the spring and summer due to Pacific  high pressure and the Arizona heat 
low (see Fig. 1-25 and 1 -26). These winds induce an offshore Ekman 
transport. The nearshore mass d e f ic it  from the transport is  replenish­
ed with cold bottom water. A t i l t  o f the temperature/density surface 
between the upwelled and transported water forms the frontal in terface. 
When surface winds are strong in a southward d irec tion , the t i l t  can 
cause the emergence of a surface fro n t. Wind patterns favoring up- 
welling in tensify  throughout the summer as the Pacific  subtropical high 
moves poleward.
Although shelf-break and upwelling fronts exh ib it characteristics  
that should lend themselves to SAR imaging, I have found no examples or 
discussions o f them in the radar l ite ra tu re . Two properties should 
make them v is ib le . The f i r s t  is  the temperature gradient across the 
fronts. Depending on the atmospheric conditions a t the a ir-sea in te r ­
face, there is  l ik e ly  to be increased wind stress on one side o f the 
surface fron t. This same scenario is  a ttribu ted  to detection o f the 
Gulf Stream [36], cold water rings [47] and warm water rings [48 ]. A 
second property is  the concentration o f particu la te  matter in waters 
adjacent to the surface fro n t. This should be especially true in up- 
welling fronts. Surface s licks and flotsom a t the fro n t should con­
tr ib u te  markedly to the radar signature. The large scale of these 
fron ts , as compared to plume or shallow water fro n ts , may impede th e ir  
d e fin itio n , or c la s s ific a tio n , in a irc ra f t  SAR imagery, but should be 
easily  distinguishable in SEASAT SAR imagery.
Large scale prograde and retrograde shelf edge fronts are o f prime 
in te res t to the m ilita ry  and to marine productivity. Prograde and 
retrograde fronts create a thermal acoustic barrier tha t extends from
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P R E V A IL IN G  SURFACE  
W INDS
► EKMAN TRAN SPO R T
( / / Z 7 7 / S )  U P W E L L IN 6  REGION
Figure 1-25. The creation o f an upwelling fro n t.






Figure 1-26. Cross section o f upwelling front 
formation.
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the shelf to the surface, or near surface. Furthermore, processes such 
as calv ing , warm water impingement and wind forcing of shelf-break  
fronts continually a lte r  th e ir  acoustic structure. The a b il i ty  o f sub­
marines to cruise undetected along continental shelves is  a sensitive  
national security matter. Of a ll  the fronts discussed in th is  chapter, 
upwelling fronts have the greatest impact on marine productiv ity. Up- 
welled water comes from depths of 100 to 200 meters, raising s ig n if i ­
cant volumes o f nutrients in to  the Euphotic zone. Many ecosystems and 
some local economies re ly  on upwelling fo r  su rvival. When i t  ceases, 
surface water temperatures ris e  due to solar heating, and biological 
a c t iv ity  decreases. In Peru, fo r example, the cessation o f upwelling 
allows the warm El Nino current to spread southward. The current s h if t  
coupled with higher surface water temperatures causes in s ta b ility  in 
the overlying atmosphere, accompanied by excessive ra in  causing floods 
and erosion. There is an increased odor from decomposing organic mat­
te r ,  and the hydrogen su lfide  liberated  from organic decomposition 
blackens paint on ships [28].
Ekman convergence fronts are the s ixth  and fin a l class o f fronts. 
They are global scale fronts occurring in the Horse la titudes  due to  
the convergence o f water.masses from Ekman transport in the P acific  and 
A tla n tic . Unlike the fronts previously discussed, these have fa in t  
surface d e fin itio n s . Because of th e ir  distance from inhabited coastal 
regions and th e ir  global and seasonally predictable nature, they have 
not been the center o f fron ta l research. Neither have they been imaged 
by SAR. I t  is  interesting  to note, in passing, that Ekman convergence 
fronts are the hydrologic analogy o f the in te rtro p ica l convergence zone 
o f meteorology which brews trop ical storms and hurricanes.
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Although there are six subclasses of fron ts, f iv e  of which have 
been or can be detected in radar imagery, only two subclasses of fronts  
are covered in th is  study. They are:
1. Open water fron ts,
2. Headland fronts.
Apart from th e ir  mechanisms of formation, these two subclasses d if fe r  
only in the adjacency o f land when seen in SAR imagery. Subtle d i f ­
ferences in image expression of shallow water fronts and shelf-break  
fron ts , fo r example, can eas ily  be obscured by underlying surface waves 
and wind e ffe c ts , making visual c lass ificatio n  d i f f ic u l t ,  i f  not im­
possible. Furthermore, there is  presently no expertise fo r making pre­
cise visual discriminations o f sea features in SAR imagery. I t  is  
hoped that quantitative analysis o f subclasses w ill  aid in th is  task. 
The approach is  to s ta rt with obvious, a lb e it  crude, image class d is- 
criptions and to re fine  them with experience; Plume fronts are not 
found in the Japanese data and are not included as an image subclass, 
although they are d is tin c tiv e  enough to comprise a th ird  subclass, were 
they present.
1.5 Summary
The four basic classes o f SAR image patterns chosen fo r th is  study 
have been broken down into  subclasses and examined. These subclasses 
have been chosen as a function of th e ir  documented occurrence in radar 
imagery, or by th e ir  potential fo r  detection. The hydrologic and 
meteorologic factors tha t create and modify the seas, which, in turn, 
re su lt in radar backscatter sensed by the radar, have been outlined.
The significance of the sea features th a t produce the radar pattern
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subclasses have been presented to substantiate the study's usefulness 
to mankind.
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CHAPTER 2
THE STATE OF THE ART IN DIGITAL EXPLOITATION 
OF SAR IMAGERY
D ig ita l exp lo ita tion  of SAR imagery in unclassified research 
covers a fa i r ly  wide range of a c t iv it ie s ,  but is  severely lim ited  in  
scope. The re la tiv e  abundance of optical SAR systems, lim ited  a v a il­
a b il i ty  o f affordable computer resources, and a lack o f d ig ita l ex­
p lo ita tio n  expertise l ik e ly  account fo r the lim ited  content in these 
a c t iv it ie s .  Five principal a c t iv ity  areas are presented in th is  
chapter. They are:
1. D ig ita l correlation
2. Coherent speckle reduction
3. Ocean wave spectra (including geometric conversion)
4. Texture analysis
5. Image simulation
2.1 D ig ita l Correlation
D ig ita l correlation is  not exp lo ita tion  in the sense that the 
detected image is  processed, but d ig ita l techniques are u t iliz e d  in  
creating SAR imagery. This allows greater image creation f le x ib i l i t y  
which is  germane to exp lo ita tion  a c t iv it ie s  such as speckle reduction 
and texture analysis. Id en tifica tio n  o f correlation alternatives  is  
therefore a worthwhile endeavor fo r  certa in  analysis.
Correlation is  the process o f creating an e rro r-fre e  detected 
62
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image from recorded phase information. The acquisition of the phase 
data is  described by SAR imaging theory. A detailed discussion o f SAR 
theory is  beyond the scope o f th is  chapter, although a b r ie f mathemati­
cal development is included in Appendix 1 fo r  completeness. Brown 
[1 ,2 ] also offers a good introduction.
A fundamental insight o f SAR theory is  that fin e  azimuth resolu­
tion  is  achieved by synthesizing a large aperture, recording and pro­
cessing the Doppler history over the synthesized aperture. Image 
processing requires the assignment o f in te n s itie s  a t locations in the 
image plane determined by both the signal propagation delay (range 
dimension) and the zero Doppler point (azimuth dimension) o f each 
scatterer. The processor is  conceptualized as a two-dimensional f i l ­
te r  matched to the signal generated and recorded by each point 
scatterer [3 ].  The image is  the re su lt o f a two-dimensional cross­
correlation  o f the recorded return signal and a reference function.
The processor is  therefore called  a c orre la to r.
Correlation is  tra d itio n a lly  done on an optical bench L I] .  The 
scattered radar signal is coherently mixed to video frequencies and 
used to  modulate the in te n s ity  o f a CRT trace . Each point on the 
trace represents a d iffe re n t range re turn . The azimuth phase h istory  
is  recorded by transporting film  past the CRT a t a ra te  proportional 
to the SAR veloc ity  (Figure 2 -1 ). The phase history film  is  actua lly  
a hologram. Image generation results  from wavefront reconstruction  
using coherent l ig h t  and optics. The optics perform integration v ia  
the spatial Fourier transform and ad d itio n a lly  provide the reference  
function [4 ] , The input phase h istory film  and the output image film  
are synchronously translated through the processor, thereby



















SPHERICAL TELESCOPE CYLINDRICAL TELESCOPE
Figure 2-1. a) Phase history film  recording, b) The coherent optical correla tor. 
Taken from Ausherman [3 ].
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implementing cross-correlation. The developed output film  is a s lan t- 
range representation o f coherent scattering in the scene.
D ig ita l correlation is  analagous to optical correla tion , yet 
f le x ib le  in i ts  implementation. A notable advantage o f d ig ita l cor­
re la tio n  is the elim ination of the optical bench, thereby opening the 
door to fu l l  or p a rtia l airborne correlation. D ig ita l processing is  
s t i l l  composed of two d is tin c t data storage and correlation stages; 
however, d iffe re n t systems implement them in manners unique to th e ir  
application. Kirk [5 ] provides a thorough review o f correlation im­
plementations. Inherent in his discussions is  airborne collection and 
correlation performance using dedicated hardware to reduce space and 
processing time. He also id en tifies  imaging modes aside from the con­
ventional stripmap format which may be eas ily  accommodated through 
d ig ita l collection and correla tion . These include the spotlight mode, 
in which one predesignated coordinate is  imaged during antenna syn­
theses; and the scan mode in which many spotlighted areas are mosaic- 
ed forming a scan path v ir tu a lly  unconstrained by the a irc ra f t  path. 
Ausherman [3 ,6 ] contrasts optical and d ig ita l SAR processing as im­
plemented a t the Environmental Research In s titu te  o f Michigan (ERIM). 
The ERIM approach is  to store the phase data on high density tape and 
correla te  i t  with specialized programs in a general purpose computer. 
D ig ita l processing ranges from a irc ra f t  motion compensation and two- 
dimensional Fourier transforms to polar formatting and higher order 
focusing in spotlight and scan mode imagery. Wu [7 ,8 ,9 ] discusses 
the SEASAT d ig ita l processing system. Additional processing require­
ments fo r  s a te l l ite  SAR data include d ig ita l downlinking to the 
ground fo r storage and geometric correction due to earth and microwave
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wavefront curvature. Van de Lindt L I0] also provides a rather 
comprehensive discussion of spaceborne SAR processing.
D ig ita l correlation benefits SAR image exploitation in a funda­
mental way. I t  gives the image analyst access to the raw phase h is to ry , 
as well as the detected image, through the computer. This expands the 
scope o f explo itation a c t iv it ie s  tremendously. Phase perturbations 
o f any mathematical order may be introduced to refocus imagery, an 
a c t iv ity  prohibited by optical co rrela tion . Visual image q u a lity  may 
be improved through speckle reduction techniques such as frequency and 
angular d ivers ity  without the use o f an optical bench. D ig ita l 
pattern analysis may also be done in the phase history domain, as well 
as in the spatial domain image. Unfortunately, almost a ll  higher re ­
solution unclassified SAR data is  o p tic a lly  correlated, thereby re­
s tr ic t in g  exploitation to the detected image.
2 .2  Coherent Speckle Reduction
Speckle gives SAR imagery i ts  characteris tic  grainy appearance 
and results  from interference o f d iffu se ly  scattered coherent rad ia ­
tion  recorded by the SAR. The condition fo r  d iffuse scattering is  
that surface variations o f an illum inated area be large re la tiv e  to 
the radar wavelength. .X-band rad ia tio n , fo r example, has a wavelength 
of approximately 3 cm, which assures tha t many o f the natural sur­
faces o f our environment s a tis fy  th is  condition. The phase o f coher­
ent radiation returned to the SAR antenna from these rough surfaces 
varies s ig n ific a n tly  over the range o f - it to ir . Summation o f the com­
plex phase amplitudes from the SAR resolution cell determines the 
image in tensity  a t a point. Each resolution ce ll is  an independent
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summation o f randomly d istributed  complex phase amplitudes, thereby 
giving SAR imagery a noisy appearance.
Some s ta tis t ic a l aspects o f speckle are worth noting, especially  
as they apply to SAR ocean imagery. Goodman [11] models speckle as a 
random walk problem. Each scatterer o f the illum inated surface con­
tribu tes  a complex amplitude phasor. The amplitude and phase of any 
phasor is  independent o f the amplitude and phase o f other phasors. The 
phase of the scattered signals is  equally l ik e ly  to  l i e  anywhere in 
the range (-ir ,ir). Provided tha t the number o f scatterers is  large , the 
real and imaginary parts o f the scattered signal are independent, zero 
mean, id en tica lly  d istributed  Gaussian random v ariab les ,and the inten­
s ity  has a probability  density function o f the form,
(1 /1 ) exp ( - I / I ) ,  I  > 0
12- 1 )
0 , elsewhere
where I is  the mean in te n s ity . Since the standard deviation equals the 
mean in  an exponential d is tr ib u tio n , the contrast o f a polarized speckle 
pattern , C, is
a I / I  (2 -2 )
where Oj is  the pattern standard deviation. This ra tio  is  always unity . 
Any surface which produces phase sh ifts  o f 2ir radians or more ade­
quately defines the speckle s ta t is t ic s . No change w ill  occur in  these 
s ta tis t ic s  fo r rougher (in  radar wavelength terms) surfaces.
A characteristic  o f SAR ocean imagery which conceivably could a lte r  
speckle s ta tis tic s  is  scene p a rtia l coherence. The term "p a rtia l co­
herence" describes the event o f scatterers moving in a nondeterministic 
fashion during the integration time o f the SAR. For integration times
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longer than approximately 100 ms (fo r  X-band) Raney [22] notes that 
scene coherence time variations w ill  be mapped as brightness varia ­
tions. This is  in contrast to the desire o f SAR imagery to re fle c t  
surface roughness. When the SAR processor is  adjusted to match the 
scene coherence, Raney [13] notes tha t the speckle variance decreases 
causing severely attenuated ocean waves to become more apparent. 
Otherwise, image de ta il fades into  the speckle background. While par­
t ia l  coherence can a ffe c t the v is ib i l i t y  o f ocean waves, Raney [13] 
e x p lic it ly  states tha t the variance-to-mean-squared ra tio  fo r  a SAR 
scene, or from equation (2 -2 )is  not a function of coherence time.
He fu rth er states [14] tha t speckle s ta tis t ic s  remain unchanged fo r  a 
v arie ty  o f minor focus a lte ra tio n s . These observations a tte s t to the 
robustness o f the f i r s t  order speckle s ta tis t ic s  despite SAR ocean 
imaging p e c u lia rit ie s .
Speckle reduction in SAR imagery has received a small varie ty  o f 
attention  in the l i te ra tu re .  Most authors tre a t the SAR case as an 
example o f the more general problem o f m u ltip lica tive  noise reduction. 
Porcello , e t. a l.  [1 5 ], Guenther [16] and Dicaprio, e t. a l .  [17] re­
present the non-coherent integration approach to  speckle suppression. 
Frost, e t.  a l.  [18] and Lee [19] espouse the adaptive f i l te r in g  
technique.
Non-coherent integration is  best presented by Porcello , e t .a l .  
[1 5 ]. The technique is  to sum N independent estimates o f the back- 
scatter associated w ith each resolution c e l l .  The sum has a probabi­
l i t y  density function




( I /N ) ( N - l )! I/N  J exp\I/N /,liO (2-3 )
P (I)  =
0 .elsewhere
and a reduced speckle contrast ra tio
(2 -4 )
The simplest implementation of non-coherent integration is  to sum 
geometrically registered passes o f the same scene. This is  uneconomi­
cal and dangerous in some m ilita ry  applications. Porcello introduces 
the idea o f po la riza tion , angular and frequency d ive rs ity  which is  
based on the fa c t th a t, " ...uncorre la ted  images resu lt from signals  
whose spectra are nonoverlapping [1 5 ]."  These uncorrelated images may 
then be summed, producing a reduced speckle image s im ilar to that 
created by summing registered passes. Dual polarized SAR's generate 
uncorrelated images since d iffuse scatterers depolarize the scattered 
rad ia tion . Angular d ivers ity  is  based on subdividing the azimuthal 
Doppler spectrum into  ND nonoverlapping in te rva ls , generating N images 
from these intervals  and incoherently summing them. This is  done by 
operating the radar with a larger angular beamwidth. From Appendix 1, 
the azimuth resolution is
(2 -5 )
so increasing the beamwidth, g, by NQ corresponds to
( 2- 6 )
This results  in a greater Doppler spectrum width,
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Av' = Nn (-^ ) (2-7)
PA
and a corresponding resolution degradation of
Pn = ND(pA) (2 -8 )
coherent
Frequency d ivers ity  is  based on subdividing the range sensing back- 
scattered signal spectrum into  NR nonoverlapping in te rva ls , generating 
an image from each and incoherently summing. Appendix 1 shows that 
the backscattered signal bandwidth is
W = (2-9)
R
where c is  the velocity  o f l ig h t and pR is the range resolution. Sub­
dividing the bandwidth into intervals  o f c/2pR implies a bandwidth in ­
creased by Nr so that
W = Nr ( ^ >  (2-10)
and the corresponding range resolution degradation is  expressed as
PR = Nr ( pr) t2"11)K K K coherent
Combination o f angular and frequency d ivers ity  is  a partition ing  of 
the two-dimensional complex phase history into NRND subintervals y ie ld ­
ing speckle reduction a t the expense o f both azimuth and range resolu­
tion .
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The sac rifice  o f resolution through angular and frequency diver­
s ity  is  acceptable fo r most SAR ocean feature discrim ination a t single  
look resolution on the order o f a few meters. The greatest re s tric tio n  
to image analysis is  the requirement o f an optical correla tor to re ­
process the phase history. Until d ig ita l correla tion  becomes available  
to d ig ita l image e xp lo ite rs, non-coherent integration w ill  large ly  be 
l e f t  to the discrim ination o f the data supplier. In the meantime, 
speckle reduction in detected imagery is  o f in te re s t. Adaptive f i l ­
tering addresses th is  problem. The adaptive f i l t e r s  of both Frost [18] 
and Lee [19] w ill  be presented.
The adaptive Frost f i l t e r  is  based on a m u ltip lica tive  noise 
model,
I (x ,y )  = [r (x ,y ) .n (x ,y ) ] * h (x ,y )  [2-12)
where
I(x ,y )  = observed image 
r (x ,y )  = "ideal" image 
n (x ,y ) = speckle noise component 
h(x ,y ) = system impulse response 
and "*" denotes convolution. Frost attempts to estimate r (x ,y )  from 
I (x ,y )  by deriving a minimum mean squared e rro r (MMSE) f i l t e r  based on 
local scene s ta tis t ic s . The impulse response o f his f i l t e r  is
M(x,y) = k a  esp { -a | ( x ,y ) | }  (2-13)
where
k = normalizing constant over the local window 
a = f i l t e r  decay constant.
Frost estimates <a from the local sample mean and variance.
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S p ec ifica lly ,
a2 -  f f l2 / I 2 ( 2" 14>
where
= local variancea 2 '
-2
I  = local image mean squared
The "ideal" image is  obtained from the observed image v ia  the opera­
tio n ,
r (x ,y )  = I(x ,y )*m (x ,y ) (2-15)
where m (x,y) is  adapted fo r each positioning o f the local window. 
Lee's adaptive f i l t e r  is  also based on a m u ltip lica tive  noise
model
I  = rn (2-16)
where the indices (x ,y ) have been dropped fo r  notational convenience. 
Lee linearizes  the re lationship by expanding the model in a f i r s t  
order Taylor series about the means ( r ,n ) ,
I  = nr + r(n -ri) (2-17)
The f i l te r in g  algorithm is  developed from a MMSE argument y ie ld ing
r  = r  + k ( I -n r )  (2-18)
where
S c 2
~JT ~ 7  (2- 19)
v+nV
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r  = estimate o f the "ideal" image
2
Upon implementation, Lee approximates by
(2- 20)
-  2 “ 2 where r  is  estimated as the local window mean squared, I  . Lee
assumes n= l. For single look imagery (not non-coherent!y integrated),
Both adaptive f i l t e r s  have the advantage o f preserving image edge 
contrast. This is  because the variance-to-mean-squared ra tio  in local 
edge windows is  large , resulting in very s lig h t attenuation by the 
f i l t e r .  Lee [20] has refined his algorithm to smooth speckle near 
edges by computing local s ta tis t ic s  from a reduced set o f p ixe ls , de­
pending on the orientation  o f the edge. Edge preservation is  especi­
a lly  important in detecting and mapping the location o f lin ea r SAR 
features such as fro n ts , s ign ifican t wave tra ins  and land/water 
boundaries.
Marr and H ildreth  [21,22] have suggested a combination band-pass 
f i l t e r  and edge detecting algorithm which is  espoused to model human 
visual processing and the re tin a . In his well known 1980 paper, Marr 
[21] states that the optimal smoothing f i l t e r  is  one th a t satis fie s  
two con flicting  requirements.
1. The f i l t e r 's  spectrum should be smooth and roughly 
band-limited in the frequency domain, thereby reducing 
the range o f gray levels  over which in tensity  changes 
take place. In other words, the frequency variance
n
o
< 1. In these cases, is  estimated from image histograms.
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Ao), should be small.
2. F ilte rin g  should be s p a tia lly  loca lized . The sources of
in tensity  change in imagery define th e ir  spatial
scales o f e ffe c t. The scale fo r  mountain shadows 
in a SAR image, fo r  example, is  d iffe re n t than that of 
Bragg scattering along an ocean fro n t. Stated 
another way, the spatial variance, a x , should be small.
The one d istrib ution  function that optimizes these requirements is  the 
Gaussian, which expressed in the two-dimensional Fourier domain, is
G(r) = (] / 2 ir a2 ) exp ( - r 2/2a2 ) . (2-21)
Edges correspond to zero-crossings in the second derivative o f inten­
s ity . To find the edges in a Gaussian f i l te r e d  image, one implements 
the operation,
f ( x ,y )  = D2[G (r) *  I ( x ,y ) ]  (2-22)
where
o
D = second derivative ,
*  = convolution 
f(x ,y )  = f i lte re d  image .
By the derivative ru le  fo r convolution,
f ( x ,y )  = D2G (r) *  I (x ,y )  • (2-23)
The Laplacian gives an orientation independent second deriva tive , 
which in two dimensions, is
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v2G (r) = - ± -  [1 - r~ - \ exp ( 4 )  . (2-24)
ire 2& 2 a
Marr [21] has shown that th is  re lationship is  id e n tic a l, w ithin a 
scaling constant, to a difference of Gaussian f i l t e r .  The significance  
of th is  re lationship is  th a t the re tin a l ganglion ce lls  of the eye 
y ie ld  a s e n s itiv ity  d istrib ution  which is  described mathematically as 
the difference o f two concentric Gaussian d istrib u tions . Therefore, 
equation (2-23) models human visual data processing. F ilte rin g  and 
edge detection are performed simultaneously by equations (2-22) and 
(2-24) upon convolving the second derivative f i l t e r  and the image. The 
input parameters required are a window dimension, rmax, and a v a r i­
ance, &2 -
Mastin [23] conducted an experiment to q u a lita tiv e ly  evaluate the 
u t i l i t y  o f f iv e  speckle reduction f i l t e r s  on edge detection. These 
were:
1. 5 by 5 s lid ing window average f i l t e r ,
2. 5 by 5 s lid ing window median f i l t e r ,
3. 5 by 5 adaptive Frost f i l t e r
4. 5 by 5 adaptive Lee f i l t e r ,
5. The Marr f i l t e r .
Edge detection wi_s used as an evaluation c r ite r ia .  Most edge detectors 
are based on gray level d ifferencing , and are therefore quite sensi­
t iv e  to speckle. The te s t image was a highly speckled scene of an in ­
ternal wave pattern near Pensacola, Florida. I t  was collected by a 
Goodyear AN/UPD-4 SAR system mounted on an F-4 Phantom je t .  The data
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were o p tic a lly  recorded and correlated , then d ig itized  by an Optronics 
drum scanner sampling a t 1000 points/inch with a dynamic range of 256 
gray leve ls . The resulting spatia l resolution was approximately 
3 m /pixel. The en tire  512 by 512 pixel image was processed by each 
f i l t e r ,  then processed by a 3 by 3 pixel Robert's gradient.
The orig inal te s t image and its  gradient, as well as the f i l te r e d  
images and th e ir  gradients, is  shown in Figures 2-2 through 2 -7 . The 
processing parameters in Figure 2-7a were chosen to smooth the speckle, 
but not to mark edges as zero crossings [2 3 ].
One important conclusion can be drawn about speckle reduction 
f i l t e r s  fo r  SAR ocean imagery. Simple and time e ff ic ie n t  f i l t e r s  such 
as the average or median work as w e ll, and in the case o f the Frost 
f i l t e r ,  better than more th e o re tic a lly  and computationally complex f i l ­
te rs . This is  true from the standpoint o f both visual qua lity  and 
simple gradient edge detection. To emphasize the computational e f­
fic iency  consideration, i t  should be noted tha t both the Lee and Frost 
f i l t e r s  required over an hour each to process on a Perkin-Elmer 8/32 
minicomputer, while the average and median f i l t e r s  each required f i f ­
teen minutes or less.
For the time involved in the Lee, Frost and Marr f i l te r in g s , Marr
f i l te r in g  provides the most favorable re su lt and is  the most eas ily
adjusted in a predictable manner. The nonadaptive nature of the
f i l t e r  has d e fin ite  advantage computationally over Lee and Frost
f i l te r in g .  Secondly, l i t t l e  knowledge o f scene s ta tis t ic s  is  needed
to set f i l t e r  parameters. Only one parameter aside from the processing
o
window size is  needed, and reasonable values of a  are eas ily  chosen 
by considering equation (2 -2 4 ). The th ird  advantage is  the dual ro le
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Figure 2-2a. Original speckle image o f internal waves near 
Pensacola, F lorida.
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Figure 2-2b. Result o f implementing a Robert's gradient edge 
detector on the o rig inal speckle image.
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Figure 2-3a. A fter 5 by 5 average f i l te r in g .
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Figure 2-3b. The Robert's gradient edge detector implemented
on the average-filtered image.
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Figure 2-4a. A fter 5 by 5 median f i l te r in g .
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Figure 2-4b. The Robert's gradient edge detector implemented 
on the m edian-filtered image.
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Figure 2-5a. A fter 5 by 5 Lee f i l te r in g ,  
the window.
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Figure 2-5b. The Robert's gradient edge detector implemented on
the Lee-filtered image.
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Figure 2-6a. A fter 5 by 5 Frost f i l te r in g .  NF=40, a = .021, 
K=20.
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Figure 2-6b. The Robert's gradient edge detector implemented on 
the F ro s t-f ilte re d  image.
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Figure 2-7a. A fter 5 by 5 Marr f i l te r in g .  a2=2.0. No 
zero crossings ex is t.
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
Figure 2-7b. The Robert's gradient edge detector implemented on
the Marr-filtered image.
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of smoother/edge detector tha t the Marr f i l t e r  can play by the
2
selection of o ' . The use o f the Marr f i l t e r  in no way precludes fu r -
2
ther edge detection, i f  appropriate values o f a are chosen.
Speckle f i l t e r s  may also be v a lid  preprocessing steps fo r texture  
analysis. Speckle is  a noise process tha t should corrupt ideal scene 
texture s ta tis t ic s , although the uselessness of speckle in texture  
c la s s ific a tio n  is  not yet substantiated by experience.
2 .3 Ocean Wave Spectra
Wave spectra creation is  probably the most active area o f SAR 
coastal image exp lo ita tion  [24 ,25 ,2 6 ,2 7 ,2 8 ,2 9 ,3 0 ]. These spectra 
provide estimates o f important environmental parameters such as wave­
length, wave d irec tio n , straightness o f wavefronts, wavefront continu­
i t y ,  and amount o f re fraction  and d iffra c tio n . Spectra are created 
both o p tic a lly  and d ig ita lly .  D ig ita l spectra are created from the 
magnitude of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) o f a scene. An integral 
part o f d ig ita l spectra creation is  geometric correction from the slant- 
plane to the ground-plane. This assures th a t extracted parameters re ­
f le c t  real world phenomena which have not been perturbed by SAR imag­
ing geometry. The correction o f range dependent in tensity  nonuniform­
i ty  resulting from power drop-off in  the antenna pattern provides an 
even better presentation of a scene with minimal imaging system dis­
to rtio n .
A d ig ita l siant-plane-to-ground-plane correction algorithm has 
been developed by Feldkamp [3 1 ]. The problem is  depicted in Figure 
2-8 . A sinusoidal ocean wave in  the ground plane would be imaged in  
the siant-plane having a higher frequency nearer the a irc ra f t .  The
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slant-plane spectrum would therefore be an incorrect representation of 
the true surface conditions, causing spreading in the frequency domain. 
I t  should be noted that th is  is  only a range d isto rtion . No correc­
tion  is  needed in azimuth. The solution is  to project the slant-plane  
image samples into the.ground-plane, then perform the FFT. Equally 
spaced samples in the s lant-p lane, when projected into the ground-plane 
are unequally spaced. The intersample distance increases nearer the 
radar. FFT routines require equally spaced samples. Therefore, the 
task is to interpo late  between projected slant-plane samples to produce 
equidistant ground-plane samples fo r input to the FFT. This is  done 
by convolving the projected slant-plane signal with a weighted "sine" 
function. Feldkamp [31] implements th is  in an especially e ff ic ie n t  
manner by quantizing the number o f possible interpolation sample posi­
tions to N. Then only N sampled versions o f a continuous interpolation  
function need to e x is t, one fo r  each possible interpolation output 
sample.
Range dependent in tensity  nonuniformity creates imagery brighter 
in  near-range than far-range. Not only is  the image less v isu a lly  ap­
pealing, but i t  reveals energy attenuation unique to the imaging system 
rather than the environment. Some systems try  to compensate fo r  th is  
in  hardware. Goodyear SAR systems employ s en s itiv ity  time control 
(STC) c irc u itry  to control gain as a function o f a lt itu d e  and depres­
sion angle [32 ]. Unfortunately, STC c irc u its  assume that the a irc ra f t  
operates within specific  depression angle and a lt itu d e  lim its . SAR 
ocean imaging is  usually done outside the STC design lim its , causing 
over-compensation in fa r  range fo r some cases. A d ig ita l gain correc­
tion  is  therefore necessary.
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Feldkamp [33] performs an approximate correction by realiz in g  tha t the 
range in tensity  variation is  a very low frequency spatial component.
An array having as many elements as image pixels in a range scan is  
used to accumulate a mean range in tensity  function. This is  done by 
summing a ll  pixels at each range fo r an en tire  image, then dividing  
each sum by the number o f pixels in an azimuth scan. The mean array 
is  then low pass fi lte re d  to iso la te  a low frequency component which 
is  an estimate o f the antenna gain pattern. The m ultip lica tive  inverse 
of the f i l te re d  gain array, bounded by a maximum gain o f approximately 
20 dB, is  then m ultip lied with each range scan in the image.
D ig ita l exploitation o f corrected wave spectra includes many 
a c tiv it ie s  tra d itio n a lly  done o p tic a lly , as well as some a c t iv it ie s  
unique to d ig ita l analysis. Annular rings in the frequency domain are 
used to calculate the energy w ithin ocean wave frequency bands. The 
re la tiv e  energy in d iffe re n t bands id en tifies  dominant wave frequen­
cies o f the scene. Wedges in the frequency domain are analyzed to es­
timate energy in specific directions and to id en tify  frequency and 
directional spreading of waves. These trad itiona l concepts have been 
employed in the work o f M attie , e t .a l .  [2 5 ], Meadows, e t .a l .  [26] and 
Hayes, e t .a l .  [27] to id en tify  directional components and dominant wave 
frequencies. Meadows [26] performed frequency domain smoothing to re ­
duce coherence before creating spectra and contour p lo ts . Directional 
spreading due to wave shoaling was investigated by M attie [25] who 
averaged spectra from d iffe re n t regions. Comparisons of averaged spectra 
from d iffe re n t regions revealed the shoaling e ffe c t.
2 .4  Texture Analysis
Image textures are unit in tensity  patterns placed throughout the
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scene. By d e fin itio n , textures are defined over regions. A unique 
spatial re lationship characterizes each region and is  a function of 
backscattered microwave interference in SAR imagery. Regions are not 
necessarily unique e n tit ie s , although eas ily  distinguished by the eye. 
They are often composed o f smaller patterns placed in an order that 
creates a v isua lly  unique region. The smallest representative patterns 
are called unit patterns. The goal o f texture analysis is  therefore  
tw o-fold; to id en tify  the unit patterns and to a rticu la te  the place­
ment rules within a region.
An analy tica l tool fo r  texture analysis that has proven i t s e l f  is  
the gray level co-occurrence(GLC) matrix [34 ,35 ,36 ]. Each m atrix,
SQ(d) is composed of elements, Se( i , j | d ) ,  each o f which represents the 
probability  of going from gray level i to gray level j  in the e d i­
rection , given that the intersample distance is  d. The dimensions of 
SQ(d) are the number o f gray levels  in  the image. For computational 
e ffic ie n c y , a maximum of sixteen gray levels  is  used. Gray level com­
pression is  routinely  done on each image as a preprocessing step.
The only a r t ic le  in the l ite ra tu re  which exploits  radar image 
texture bases its  analysis on the GLC matrix [3 7 ]. Measures defined 
on GLC matrices are then evaluated fo r th e ir  success a t discrim inating  
between regions. Shanmugan, e t . a l.  [37] analyzed segments of a d ig i­
ta l ly  correlated SEASAT scene over Tennessee. Six common measures 
were defined fo r the GLC matrices. These measures were:
1. Uniformity (or energy)
Ng-1 Ng-1
1  I  [Se( i , j | d ) ] 2 (2-25)
1=0 j=0
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4. Entropy (sometimes negated)
Ng-1 Ng-1
l _o |_ o (S0( iJ |d ) lo g  S0( 1 , j |d ) )
5. Inverse d ifference moment (o f which local homogeneity 
is  a subset w ith p= l, v=2
Ng-1 Ng-1
u  u  v ^ /n - ir
6 . Maximum probability  
Max Sfl( i , j | d )
N = number o f compressed gray leve ls  ranging from 0 to N- 
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Four image textures representing d iffe re n t geological stress features 
were chosen. Only four of the six measures were applied and analyzed, 
uniform ity , contrast, maximum probab ility  and the inverse difference  
moment. GLC matrices were computed fo r  d = l,2 ,4  and 8 pixels and 
6=0,45,90 and 135 degrees. A ll four measures discriminated the four 
texture classes fo r  a ll  d 's .
Alexander and Kritikos [38] did not e xp lo it SAR imagery, but 
analyzed photographic and microwave scatterometer data to discriminate 
farm f ie ld  roughness patterns. Photographic image textures were 
analyzed with six methods, the GLC method, annular rings and wedges in 
the Fourier domain [3 6 ], difference of regional averages [3 4 ], the 
gray level run length method [4 0 ], autocorrelation and M itc h e ll's  Max.- 
Min. [4 1 ]. Of particu la r s ignificance were eleven microwave roughness 
measures used in conjunction w ith the v is ib le  image textures. The 
functional re lationship between the backscattered data against f r e ­
quency or antenna depression angle fo r rough and smooth surfaces was 
the basis fo r the roughness measures. The functions were f i t  w ith a 
s tra ig h t l in e  as well as several other functions suggested by scat­
tering  theory. Measures of goodness o f f i t ,  slope, e tc . became the
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feature measures used in  discrim ination. Alexander and Kritikos noted 
that the microwave measures were superior in d iffe re n tia tin g  f ie ld  
roughness. The im plication fo r SAR ocean image analysis is encourag­
ing since SAR's are essen tially  uncalibrated scatterometers. I t  is  
reasonable to assume that SAR texture measures based on modeled sea re­
turn w ill  provide better discrimination results than general texture  
measures.
2.5 Image Simulation
Simulated SAR image generation has been studied as a mechanism for  
modeling SAR imagery. Successful modeling provides quantitative in ­
sight into SAR image information which may be exploited fo r various 
applications.
Holtzman, e t. a l.  [42,43,44] has developed a point scattering  
model fo r  image simulation. Extensive ground tru th  and radar system 
data are needed to create scenes tha t simulate speckle, te rra in  t i l t ,  
elevation differences and range layover. When ground tru th , such as 
empirical backscatter data fo r d iffe re n t te rra in  types and elevations, 
is  ava ilab le , simulated radar images that an imaging, te rra in  follow­
ing vehicle might create fo r navigation can be generated. Such an em­
p ir ic a l backscatter data base also makes SAR image c lass ificatio n  
possible by matching actual image classes w ith simulated classes whose 
gray levels are a function o f empirical data. D ig ita lly  simulated 
imagery o f a g r ic u ltu ra l, f l a t  land sights in Kansas demonstrated a 
visual quality  very s im ilar to the orig inal radar imagery of the 
sight. Such images may be used to evaluate the human interpretation  
potential o f proposed SAR systems. Optimized systems fo r specific
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visual analysis tasks may then be designed.
S tile s , e t .a l .  [45] id en tified  exp lo ita tion  techniques fo r actual 
SAR imagery which may be developed from s ta tis t ic a l modeling used in 
simulation. The adaptive speckle f i l t e r  o f Frost [18] is one example. 
Another technique is  geometric reg is tra tion  o f an actual SAR image by 
matching i t  with a simulated, correctly  registered , reference image. 
Investigations have also been made on model based data compression, 
compressing not only fo r  reduced signal processing during corre la tion , 
but to reduce the bandwidth o f raw SAR signals. A fin a l technique is  
to simulate SAR complex phase h istories by generating Gaussian random 
samples fo r the in-phase and quadrature received voltage signals.
This would allow angular, frequency or polarization d ivers ity  to be 
introduced to d ig ita l co rrela tion , resulting in SAR improvements in  
detected imagery through non-coherent integration .
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CHAPTER 3 
PREPROCESSING
Preprocessing is  the preparation process which takes the raw SAR 
phase histories through precision c orre la tion , d ig it iz a t io n , and geo­
metric correction to the point where the d ig ita l imagery can be analyzed
by the computer. The following paragraphs document the preprocessing
steps implemented on the Japanese SAR data analyzed in th is  d isserta­
tio n . The fin a l two sections o f th is  chapter document antenna pattern
shading correction and speckle reduction, optional steps whose use de­
pends upon the characteristics o f the SAR and the analysis desired.
3.1 The Data
The SAR data used in these studies was collected by the Japan S elf 
Defense A ir Force using a Goodyear AN/UPD-4 radar installed  in an 
American-made F4 Phantom. The resolution o f the SAR is  2.3 m in the 
range (across track) dimension and 3 .0  m in azimuth (along tra ck ). Three 
missions were flown over the Gotoh Islands and the island o f Tsushima 
on August 31, 1981, November 19, 1981, and November 27, 1981 (see 
Figure 3 -1 ). A ll data were o p tic a lly  collected and processed. Along 
with the raw complex phase history data, f ie ld  correlation p rin ts  were 
supplied by the Japanese. The prin ts  included encoded data blocks every 
fiv e  nautical miles (nmi) in azimuth giving f l ig h t  parameters such as 
a lt itu d e , la t itu d e , longitude, date, tim e, radar mode, p itch , r o l l ,  
d r i f t ,  heading and barometric a lt itu d e . Figure 3-2 shows the 
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MJ/UPD-4 3m. resol 
Flown by Japan Self 
Defense Forces A.F. 
(special Project)_____
"liliennal fronts)
(2] Goto Islai 
• (Wave Refraction)
Figure 3-1. Synthetic aperture radar missions, f l ig h t  paths, 
and image swaths. (1 ) Tsushima coast for 
thermal fronts and possible re flected  surface 
waves. (2 ) Goto Islands fo r  t id a l in le ts  and 
wave re frac tio n .
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Figure 3-2. 9.5 inch image film format [1].
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fie ld -co rre la ted  data format of the p rin ts , with trace A being 
near-range and trace D, far-range.
The raw complex phase h istories fo r the three missions were re ­
correlated on the precision optical correla tor a t the Goodyear Aero­
space Corporation in L itc h fie ld  Park, Arizona. Unlike the f ie ld  
correlator which correlates a ll  four traces a t once, the precision op­
t ic a l correlator correlates each trace independently and records i t  on 
a 70 mm wide film  s tr ip . This permits greater f le x ib i l i t y  in focusing 
and enhancing sea return fo r a ll  four traces. Correlation and film  
developing parameters were t ig h tly  controlled and were recorded fo r  
la te r  reference. Each film  processing was preceded by a step wedge 
which was la te r  calibrated with a micro-densitometer. This information 
was used to determine the film  gamma, as well as the d ig itiza tio n  dy­
namic range, which is  discussed next.
3.2 D ig itiza tion
The precision correlated image data was d ig itized  fo r subsequent 
analysis by computer. Two systems were used to d ig it iz e  the data, each 
of which is  capable of producing a dynamic range o f 256 gray leve ls .
The film  data contains both sea and land re turn , but only sea return  
was of in te res t here. Therefore, a representative subset of the sea 
return fo r a ll  three missions was measured with a calibrated micro­
densitometer. The dynamic range o f the sea return was then indicated  
on the step wedge preceding each film  processing. The dynamic range 
of the camera d ig itiz in g  system was then centered about these step 
wedge values fo r d ig itiz a t io n .
The f i r s t  d ig itiza tio n s  were done a t the Naval Oceanographic
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Research and Development A c tiv ity  (NORDA) computer f a c i l i t y  a t NSTL 
S tation, Mississippi. A set o f twelve, 512 x 512 pixel scene d ig it iz a ­
tions and twelve calib ratio n  images o f the same size were made. The 
calibration  images were made to la te r  correct fo r  in ten sity  nonlineari­
tie s  introduced by the vidicon camera and lig h t source. The d ig it iz a -  
2
tion system was an I  S model 7 0 ,running with an HP-3000 minicomputer.
A ll other d ig itiza tio n s  were done a t the Remote Sensing and Image 
Processing (RSIP) laboratory a t Louisiana State University. A 
Hamamatsu Cl000 vidicon camera system interfaced with a Perkin-Elmer 
3220 minicomputer performed the d ig itiz a t io n .
The same d ig itiz in g  procedure was followed at both the NORDA and 
RSIP fa c i l i t ie s .  Figure 3-3 outlines the procedure. The 50 x 50 mm 
d ig itiz a tio n  window corresponds to the fu l l  width o f data recorded on 
the 70 mm film  by the precision optical correla tor. The resampled re­
solution is  0.098 mm/pixel in the fi lm , or approximately 10 m/pixel in 
the scene. Assuming that the d ig itized  image is  band-limited to a 
spatial frequency o f 0.5 cyc les /p ixe l, the Nyquist c r ite r ia  t e l ls  us 
that the smallest spatial period recorded in the resampled image is
0.195 mm/wave cycle. Therefore, the data were adequately sampled fo r  
ocean wave analysis. A ll d ig itiz a t io n  was done so tha t the azimuth 
dimension corresponded to the v ertic a l dimension o f the displayed 
image, and the range dimension corresponded to the horizontal display  
dimension. This was necessary fo r  slant-range-to-ground-range correc­
tion during la te r  preprocessing.
3.3 D ig itiza tio n  Shading Correction
Gray level nonuniformities are always introduced during d ig it iz a ­
tion and must be corrected before performing computer image analysis.
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Nonuniformities arise from two sources; 1) nonlinear response charac­
te r is t ic s  o f the vidicon camera as a function o f time and position in 
the f ie ld  of view, and 2) nonuniformity of the lig h t  source (back­
ligh ting  the film ) as a function of position. Time nonlinearities in  
the vidicon can be compensated by d ig itiz in g  calib ratio n  scenes period i­
c a lly . In th is  work, a step wedge, a white scene, a gray scene and a
black scene were d ig itized  ahead of each trace 's  data, thereby compen­
sating fo r time non linearities . Three algorithms fo r position non­
uniformity correction were considered. These were, 1) simple subtrac­
tion  of a white scene from each image, 2) a method suggested by 
Sawchuck [1 ] ,  and 3) a method suggested by Onoe, e t .a l  [2 ] .  The la t te r  
two methods are based on a shading model having additive and m u ltip lica ­
tiv e  components, while the f i r s t  method ignores the m ultip lica tive  
component.
Sawchuck L I] models imaging system shading as,
g(v-|> u2) = Ryl >1*2^  ( 3_1)
where
(y-j »P2) = a P°in t  the two-dimensional image plane,
f (y )  = input image in tensity  a t a po in t, 
gCy) = output image in tensity  a t a poin t,
Rv-j,u2 = system in ten sity  d is to rtion  function.
The fa c t tha t Ry-j »p2 is  a function o f f ( y ) and"p a ttests  to its  non- 
lin e a r ity . Ry-jjijg i s a actually  a set o f pointwise d istortion  functions  
having as many elements as picture points. By expanding g(y) in a 
Taylor series about a fixed  in tensity  le v e l, f Q(y )» and keeping the 
f i r s t  two terms, one gets
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g(p) = aQ(y) + a .j(t i)f(y ) (3 -2 )
where aQ(y) is  the additive component and a-j(y) is  the m ultip lica tive  
component. Correction is  done by implementing
. g(u) -  a (tl)
f ( t )  =  t 2  (3 -3 )
^ ( u )
When a black image is  scanned, f ( y )  = 0 and
g(y) = aQ(y) (3 -4 )
which is a measure of the additive component. When a white image is  
scanned, f ( y )  = k and
a ,C t) = £ (g (S ) -  a0( i ) )  (3-5)
which is  a measure o f the m u ltip lica tive  component. Sawchuck [1 ] cor­
rects the image via equation (3 -3 ). Onoe e t .a l .  [2 ] quite s im ilarly  
computes a m u ltip lica tive  scale fa c to r,
M(v) = k a i ^ )max (3 -6 )
a 1 Cti)
where k is  chosen to set the dynamic range o f the output, and corrects 
v ia the equation
f (v )  = g(y) M (y) (3 -7 )
Onoe's method was implemented on the Japanese data.
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DIGITIZATION PROCEDURE
1. Warm up the camera fo r approximately 30 min.
2. Set up the camera height so that a 50 x 50 mm window is  imaged.
Secure the camera. Don't change the height again.
3. Set the focus by examining an SAR image on the monitor. Don't 
change the focus.
4. Set the lig h t  source in tensity  as high as possible.
5. Be sure the film  is  oriented so that the righ t side o f the 
resulting image corresponds to near-range. This is  impor­
tant fo r geometric correction and antenna compensation.
6 . Before d ig itiz in g  a trace 's  worth o f data:
a) Scan the portion o f that trace's  step wedge
corresponding to the sea return .microdensitometer
results . Save the image. Don't adjust the 
aperture again fo r th is  trace.
b) Scan the exposed, c lear portion of the film  ju s t 
behind the step wedge. Save the image.
c) Put a f i l t e r  over the c lear portion ju s t scanned.
Scan th is  intermediate gray shade. Save the image.
d) Put the lens cap on the camera. Scan. Save the 
image.
7. D ig itize  that trace 's  data. Don't change any camera settings.
8. Go to step 6 un til done.
Figure 3-3. SAR Optical Imagery D ig itiza tion  
Procedure
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3.4 Slant-Range-to-Ground-Range Correction
Slant-range-to-ground-range correction of the d ig itized  imagery 
was performed with Feldkamp's algorithm [3 ,4 ] . Required input to the 
algorithm was a irc ra f t a lt itu d e , range resolution (in  th is  case, the 
resampled resolution) and the distance to the near-edge of the scene 
in slant-range. The software expects the left-hand side of the d ig ita l 
image to be near-range. In some cases, th is  required the d ig itized  
image to be d ig ita lly  flipped , righ t side over the le f t ,  a fte r  d i­
g itiz a tio n  shading correction. These cases occurred whenever a) d i­
g itiz in g  the image film  with the emulsion side down resulted in an 
inverted image, or b) the film  was d ig itized  with the near-range and 
far-range dimensions swapped.
Computation of the distance to the near-edge o f the scene is  a 
c r it ic a l  factor in slant-range-to-ground-range correction, especially  
fo r image trace A. The distance to the near-edge o f the scene is de­
termined by the timing of the SAR's range gate. For the AN/UPD-4 
system operating in mode 1, as. i t  did fo r  a ll  the Japanese data, the 
range gate time is  held constant, independent of a irc ra f t  a lt itu d e ,  
and the slant-range to the scene's near-edge is  always 2.46 nmi (4556 
m) [5 ]. The distance to the scene's near-edge, however, is not the 
range in the slant-plane to the beginning o f trace A. Each trace  
allows space fo r 0.25 nmi o f scene overlap from the previous trace. 
This assures there are no gaps in the scene despite being composed o f 
four traces. Since trace A is  the f i r s t  trace , there is  no preceding 
trace to overlap onto trace A. The f i r s t  0.25 nmi o f trace A (approx. 
3/16 in on the film ) are included as part o f the distance to the 
scene's near-edge. When computing the near-edge distance fo r traces
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B through Ds the distance to the near-edge o f trace A was o ffse t by 
the slant-plane range of each preceding trace . Each trace is  2.5 nmi 
wide and includes 0.25 nmi of overlap. Range marks separated by 0.5  
nmi often occur in the traces and are helpful in determining the o f f ­
sets.
As a fin a l note, i t  should be mentioned that slant-range-to-ground- 
range correction maps the 512 range points o f the input image into  
512 ground-range output points, but due to  the correction geometry, the 
corrected scene w ill be smaller in extent than the input scene. For 
example, fo r  an a irc ra f t  a lt itu d e  o f 3850 m, the 4630 m o f extent in 
slant-plane trace A maps to 6608 m in ground-range. Since the in te r ­
polation done fo r correction preserves pixel resolution, only 4630 m 
o f the fu l l  ground-range extent of 6608 m can be corrected and display­
ed. To correct the far-range data in trace A, an appropriate o ffse t  
to be added to the distance to the scene's near-edge must be ca lcu la t­
ed.
3 .5 Antenna Shading Correction
Power attenuation with range in  the main antenna lobe results in 
a shading nonuniformity in the range dimension o f SAR imagery. Some 
SAR systems do not attempt to correct th is  problem, so a pseudo antenna 
correction must be done in software. A method suggested by Feldkamp 
[ 6] is  to sum columns of the slant-range imagery and compute a mean 
in tensity  vector fo r  the range dimension, low-pass f i l t e r  the vector 
to iso la te  the low frequency antenna component, and m ultip ly  each lin e  
of the image by the inverse o f the f i l te r e d  vector. This capability  
is  supported by the RSIP SAR preprocessing software, but was not used
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on the Japanese data. The AN/UPD-4 system includes s en s itiv ity  time 
control (STC) hardware to correct fo r range-dependent power attenua­
tio n . The Japanese data was collected by fly in g  the a irc ra f t  at a 
lower a lt itu d e  than recommended fo r mode 1 reconnaissance. The STC 
hardware should, th e o re tic a lly , over-compensate fo r  the near-range 
data in th is  case. Examination of d ig ita l in ten sity  p ro files  in range 
fo r  twelve images showed no trend toward over-compensation. Therefore, 
antenna shading correction was not performed on the Japanese data.
The STC hardware correction was considered to be adequate.
3 .6  Speckle Reduction
Speckle reduction, as discussed in Chapter 2 , was not performed 
on the Japanese data. The speckle content o f the d ig itized  Japanese 
data is  quite  low. This can be a ttribu ted  to two factors. F irs t , and 
the most minor fa c to r, is  the transfer function inherent in film  re ­
cording. The film  performs a logarithm ic encoding of the data which 
can be conceptualized as a f i l te r in g  function. The major facto r is  
resampling by the optics o f the vidicon camera during d ig it iz a t io n .
The trans fer function of the optics acts to low-pass f i l t e r  the data, 
thereby reducing the speckle content o f the data. Figure 2 o f Chapter 
2 was sampled a t a much higher resolution by a process which does not 
involve an optical transfer function, and therefore does not demon­
s tra te  d ig it iz a t io n  speckle reduction. Higher spatia l resolution  
d ig itiz a tio n s  with the vidicon camera, however, would lik e ly  require  
some d ig ita l speckle redaction processing.
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CHAPTER 4 
SYNOPTIC SAR OCEAN SCENE ANALYSIS: 
THE GEOPHYSICAL PERSPECTIVE
Several key scenes highlighting unique wave, wind and frontal pat­
terns are presented here fo r q u a lita tiv e  and quantitative analysis.
From the q u a lita tive  point of view, the purpose is  to iden tify  SAR d is ­
cernible features and, with the available  au x ilia ry  data, to relegate 
the features to one of the four classes of ocean patterns id en tified  in 
chapter 1. Unique examples o f feature classes must be id en tified  i f  
the long-range goals of automatic or semi-automatic d ig ita l scene anal­
ysis are to be achieved. From the quantitative point of view, the ac­
cepted technique of spectrum analysis is  exploited a) to extract wave 
parameters d irec tly  which may be used in some cases to estimate hydro- 
dynamic and aerodynamic parameters not previously discussed in SAR l i t ­
erature, b) to extract wind directions d irec tly  which is impossible in 
L-band SEASAT SAR and which has not been reported in the lite ra tu re  fo r 
a irc ra f t  SAR data, and c) to exp lo it d ig ita l processing to generate 
encoded imagery imparting more synoptic information to in terpreters  
than the imagery i t s e l f .  For c la r ity 's  sake, each scene or scene type 
w ill be discussed under a separate heading. The scene by scene analysis 
shall be preceded by a discussion of the analytical techniques used 
and th e ir ju s t if ic a tio n .
114
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4.1 Analytical Techniques
A fundamental goal of synoptic SAR scene analysis of surface waves 
is to extract wave length, period, d irec tion , phase speed and height a t 
any point w ithin the scene. Wavelength and d irection extraction from 
SAR imagery is  well documented [1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ] .  These parameters are t ra d i­
t io n a lly  extracted from two-dimensional d ig ita l or optical Fourier 
transforms. Vesecky and Stewart [5 ] report an average erro r between 
SEASAT extracted wavelengths and in s itu  measurements of 12%. Shuchman, 
e t .a l .  [4 ] report RMS errors between a irc ra ft SAR extracted wavelengths 
and in s itu  measurements o f 7.9% fo r  X-band and 8.3% fo r L-band during 
the Marineland experiment. RMS wave direction errors fo r the Marineland 
experiment were 9.8% fo r X-band and 16.3% fo r L-band. The significance  
of these results is that wave d irection and length are reasonably ex­
tracted from SAR imagery, despite differences in radar wavelength, 
whether the SAR is  airborne or spaceborne, or whether the data are d ig­
i t a l l y  or op tic a lly  processed. Deep water wave re la tions allow wave 
period and phase speed to be calculated from the wavelength. Wave 
height, however, is not d ire c tly  discernib le from the imagery. Jain 
[ 6] and Harger [7 ] have suggested somewhat involved processes of e s t i­
mating wave height from the SAR optical and d ig ita l complex phase h is ­
to rie s , respectively. In many cases, fa c il i t ie s  and the fu l l  ensemble 
of data needed fo r these techniques are not ava ilab le . Empirical 
models, however, are known fo r estimating wave height from wavelength, 
wind speed and fetch [8 ,9 ] .
The quantita tive  analysis carried out in th is  chapter is  based on 
direction and wavelength extraction from two-dimensional d ig ita l fa s t 
Fourier transforms (FFT's) and parameter estimation with empirical re ­
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la tio n s . Dominant components in the magnitude of the fa s t Fourier 
transforms (mag. FFT) were judged v isua lly  a fte r  3 by 3 pixel median 
f i l te r in g  of the log encoded mag. FFT, followed by thresholding a t the 
mean plus one standard deviation. These components were usually char­
acterized by clusters o f approximately four to nine p ixe ls , having 
gray levels four or more counts higher than those adjacent to the clus­
te rs . The brightest pixel in a median f i l te r e d  image c lus te r was chosen 
as the dominant frequency component. Less dominant components were 
judged as clusters having lower gray level and/or less dense pixel 
groupings. These frequency components were converted to  wavelengths 
by a computer program which then calculated wave period and phase speed, 
assuming a deep water scenario. The deep water scenario is  well suited 
to data around the Gotoh Islands because o f the rugged and deep bath­
ymetry. Based on an in s itu  wind speed entered by the user, the program 
estimated the wave height, wind shear ve lo c ity , the wind shear c o e ffi­
c ie n t, the dynamic roughness length and the whitecap percentage from 
empirical re la tions documented in the lite ra tu re . The specific  re la ­
tions shall be discussed shortly . Not a l l  wavelengths or SAR scene en­
vironments lend themselves to estimation o f a l l  these parameters. Aux­
i l ia r y  information about the scene was used to judge which parameters 
were meaningful. Parameters such as wind shear ve loc ity  or the dynamic 
roughness length are impossible to v e r ify  with surface tru th . The em­
p ir ic a l re la tions fo r estimating these parameters, however, are based 
on analysis of very large data sets, g lobally  gathered, and are not 
without meaning in SAR scene analysis. Their use here is  to emphasize 
th e ir  u t i l i t y  when re lia b le  wind speed and wavelength data can be pro­
vided, wholly or p a r t ia l ly ,  from a SAR sensor. Despite the shortcoming
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of v e r ific a t io n , SAR scene analysis is  the best mechanism fo r a ll  wea­
ther, day/night parameter estim ation, and, as such, is  a unique co n tri-
The empirical re la tions are presented here before discussing the 
analysis of specific  scenes. Hasselmann, e t .a l .  [9 ] developed an em­
p ir ic a l wave forecasting model as a function of fe tch , wave frequency 
and wind speed using laboratory and JONSWAP f ie ld  experimental data. 
This model allows the s ig n ifican t wave height in a scene to be estim at­
ed, knowing only the s ig n ific a n t wave period, Tw, and the wind speed,
U10SEA"
where g is  the acceleration due to gravity  in m/s-s and a  is  the sur­
face displacement.
where H is  the s ign ific a n t wave height. The key to using th is  re la tio n  
is  to v erify  that the dominant wavelength measured from the SAR mag.
FFT is coupled with the wind generating the wave f ie ld  whose speed is  
supplied by the analyst. In those cases where U10SEA, the wind speed 
measured 10 m above the sea, cannot be d ire c tly  measured, corrections  
must be made. A wind speed from a land based station is  an example. 
F irs t , the power wind p ro file  re la tion  [10] must be used to correct 
the wind speed from a s tation height, z m, to 10 m:
bution.
H = 4 a (4 -2 )
(4 -3 )
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The power 1/7 has been suggested by Blackadar [11] and is related to 
thermal s ta b ility . Correction from land wind speed to sea wind speed 
is given by [ 12] ,
"lOSEA *  3U102/3 l4 - 4)
Amorocho and DeVries [13] have developed an empirical model fo r calcul­
ating the wind shear ve lo c ity , U*. The wind shear veloc ity  is an in d i­
cation of aerodynamic roughness a t the boundary layer.
U, -  j  0.0015 [1  ♦ exp ( - V s E A '-s12-5) /  + "lOSEA <4’ 5)
where
U* < = 0.23 m/s low roughness,
0.23 m/s < U* < 0.98 m/s trans ition al roughness,
U* > = 0.98 m/s high roughness.
The wind stress c o e ffic ie n t, C10, can also be calculated.
c10 .  0.0015 Cl ♦ exp ( Ul0SEf .s 612 S) I -1 * ° - O O W  (4- 6)
Given H, U* and the wave phase speed, c , the dynamic roughness length,
Z0 =[i- --------. (4-7)
0  L 2 *  ( c / % ) 2
Wu [15] averaged results obtained by d iffe re n t investigators under 
various s ta b ility  conditions to re la te  whitecap coverage, W, to wind
(4-8 )
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where W is  expressed in parts per m illion  (ppm). The whitecap percentage 
is  s ign ifican t in aerosol studies. Laboratory studies by Wu [16,17] 
have led to an expression fo r the droplet concentration, in droplets/ 
cm-s, as a function of e levation, h (in  m), wind speed a t 10 m height, 
U10SEA în m/rs) ’ wind shear ve loc ity , U* (in  m /s), and a reference e le ­
vation, hg (in  m).
N = expl 2.5 (U1QSEA -  7 .5 -  4.9 hQ)Jh ( 3 -3+2-6U* )  (4-9)
The parameter hg is the key value to be used when determining the drop­
le t  concentration in the sea, rather than the lab. The 10 cm reference 
height used in the laboratory is too small fo r  use in the sea. No value 
fo r hQ in the sea has been determined [1 7 ], therefore, va lid  prediction 
of droplet concentration from SAR imagery is  not yet possible. This in ­
formation is  necessary fo r anticipating acoustic and electromagnetic 
wave propagation attenuation by spray in the coastal environment (see 
chpt. 1) .
4 .2  Q ualitive and Quantitative Scene Analysis
The location o f the scenes highlighted here are shown in figures  
4-1 through 4-3. There is  one map fo r  each o f the missions: August 31, 
November 19, and November 27, 1981. Each square of a map represents a 
512 by 512 pixel image and is  assigned a unique scene id e n tif ie r . The 
form of the id e n tif ie r  is  the date, followed by the tra ce , followed by 
a three character frame id e n tif ie r . For example, N27B.FM5 means 
November 27, 1981, trace B, d ig itized  frame number 5. Some scenes in 
th is  section are slant-plane images, while others have been d ig ita lly  
converted to the ground-plane. The imaging plane is id en tified  in each 
case.
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•  Ultrasonic Wave Height 
Source
■ WMO M eteorological 
Stations
Figure 4-1 . Map o f the Gotoh Islands showing key scenes fo r  the 
August 31, 1981 mission.




> W MO M eteorological 
S tations
Figure 4-2 . Map of the Gotoh Islands showing key scenes 
fo r the November 19, 1981 mission.
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•  Ultrasonic Wave Height 
Source
a  WMO Meteorological 
S tations
Figure 4-3 . Map o f the Gotoh Islands showing key scenes 
fo r the November 27, 1981 mission.
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A31A.FM9
Apart from being an excellent example of the contrast between 
open water seas and wavelength f i l te r e d ,  d iffrac ted  coastal seas, spec- 
tra l'a n a ly s is  reveals a wave component not usually perceivable. The 
seas impinging upon the southern coast o f Fukuejima were created by ty ­
phoon Agnes, situated a t 27 degrees N, 124 degrees E, several hundred 
uninterrupted nautical miles to the southwest. Three 128 by 128 pixel 
regions were extracted and Fourier transformed (figure  4 -4 ). The spec­
tra  show a fa ir ly  wide dispersion of wave energy. In the open water 
region and ju s t inside the d iffra c tio n  area, the energy dispersion pat­
tern takes on an inverted, sleeping "S" shape. This signature is  less 
noticeable in the more proctected area. Despite the wide angular d is­
persion, a single low frequency component is  discernible in a ll  three  
spectra. In the open water, the component is propagating a t 354 degrees 
with a wavelength of 199 m. A bathymetric chart shows the water depth 
in th is  region to be around 60 m, so a t th is  point the long wave com­
ponent has " fe l t  the bottom" and begun to  re frac t toward shore. Storms 
such as a typhoon generate a fu l l  spectrum of ocean wavelengths, but 
the lower frequency components propagate fa s te r. Such a component is 
presented here. The significance is  not the presence of the component, 
but its  d e te c tab ility  by the SAR. We see more than a simple two scale 
process where Bragg scatterers are modulated by a single swell com­
ponent. The modulating is  done by a superposition of many components, 
yet one very long wave component emerges amidst a broad band of f r e ­
quency returns.
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225°
Figure 4-4 . Scene A31A.FM9. Note the contrast between the open sea, 
to the top, and d iffra c te d , long-crested waves between 
the land masses. The three 128 by 128 pixel areas of 
spectral analysis are shown, w ith the low frequency com­
ponent marked. This is  a ground-plane corrected image.
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A31A.F14
Vesecky and Stewart £5] report tha t SAR imagery has not yet y ie ld ­
ed d irectional wind inform ation, but th is  scene rebuffs tha t claim.
Three classes of wind features are revealed in  the August 31 and 
November 27 data. This scene contains two o f them: wind rows. and 
c a t's  paws (figu re  4 -5 ), This scene, and several tha t fo llow , demon­
s tra te  a trend in wind patterns. Waters beneath winds uninterrupted  
by topography have fewer organized Bragg scatterers than those downwind 
from major topographic features. The World Meterological Organization 
(WMO) weather station on Fukuejima a t the time th is  scene was imaged 
reported a wind of 6 .8  m/s from the southeast. When corrected fo r  seas 
a t 10 m elevation , the wind speed becomes 9.8 m/s. A ship of opportun­
i ty  f iv e  and one h a lf hours la te r ,  20 nmi northwest of the scene, report­
ed a wind speed of 12.4 m/s from 140 degrees. The wind directions agree. 
The calm, dark band across the scene is  a path of uninterrupted wind 
flow . The cat's  paws above th is  band re su lt from wind wake behind the 
v is ib le  land mass. The wind rows below the dark band apparently re su lt 
from winds perturbed by the island o f Hirashima, ju s t to the l e f t  of the 
scene. Two 128 by 128 pixel regions and a 64 by 64 pixel region were 
analyzed (figu re  4 -6 ). In addition to  two dominant wave spectral com­
ponents, a directed spread o f energy is revealed a t 107 degrees in the 
le ft-m ost larger region, and a t 112 degrees in the right-m ost larger 
region. These correspond to  wind row lineations oriented perpendicular 
to the wind d irec tio n , i . e .  wind from 197 and 202 degrees. Figure 4-7 
is  a blow-up of the raw spectrum from the right-m ost region.
The wind rows h ighlight wave patterns whose components show up in  
the spectra. The most dominant wave component in a l l  three regions a-
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Figure 4-5 . Scene A31A.F14. SAR detected wind patterns. Cat's paws 
appear in the upper portion o f the scene, wind rows in 
the lower portion. This image is  in the radar s lan t- 
plane.
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225°
Figure 4-6. Scene A31A.F14 in the ground-plane with regional
spectra superimposed. The gray levels are inverted 
from Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-7. Mag. FFT of region A312A142 from scene A31A.F14. Notice 
the energy spread directed a t 112 degrees.
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ligns with the wind direction and corresponds to wavelengths of 81 to 
94 m. A less dominant component detected in the left-m ost larger re ­
gion has a wavelength and direction  s im ilar to the low frequency typhoon 
component in A31A.FM9, detected a t the south end of the Gotohs.
The correspondence between the dominant wave component and the wind 
direction should make wave parameter estimation re lia b le . Table I  pre­
sents the d ig ita lly  extracted and estimated environmental parameters.
N27A.FM9
Scene N27A.FM9 covers the same area as A31A.F14. Of significance  
here, again, is  wind d irec tion . Here the wind feature class revealed 
is  wind streaks. Wind streaks re su lt from convective vortices , forming 
lineations more sharply defined than fo r  wind rows (figu re  4 -8 ). They 
are independent of topography. The WMO station on Fukuejima reported 
a wind speed of 6 .4  m/s from the north. When corrected fo r  the sea a t  
10 m e levation , the wind speed became 9.94 m/s. A ship of opportunity 
ju s t south o f Fukuejima three and one h a lf hours la te r  reported a wind 
speed of 9 .8  m/s from 340 degrees. Four regions were analyzed; three 
128 by 128 pixels and one 64 by 64 p ixels  (fig u re  4 -9 ). Spectra fo r  
the two left-m ost regions reveal directed energy spreads a t 269 and 260 
degrees, which correspond to wind from 359 and 350 degrees, respectively. 
The SAR, WMO and ship reported wind directions agree.
The dominant wave component and the wind direction  correspond in  
a ll  four regions. The t id a l station a t Hirashima, ju s t to the le f t  of 
the scene, predicted maximum ebb tid e  about 15 minutes a fte r  the time 
the scene was imaged. The predicted t id a l current was 2.12 knts a t 
165 degrees. This is  roughly in  the same d irection as the wave f ie ld  
and wind flow. Table I I  presents the d ig ita lly  extracted and estimated
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2 1 5 °
Figure 4-8. Scene N27A.FM9. SAR detected wind streaks and surface 
waves. This image is  in the radar slant-plane.
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Figure 4-9 . Scene N27A.F$9 in the ground-plane w ith regional 
spectra superimposed. The gray levels  are in ­
verted from Figure 4-8.
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Other Wind Pattern Scenes
Four other SAR scenes fu rther substantiate the detection of wind 
patterns. Scenes N27B.FM6 (.figure 4 -1 0 ), A31A.F12 (.Figure 4-11) and 
N27A.FM9 (figu re  4-12) show wind rows resu lting  from wind wake downwind 
from topographic features. In N27B.FM6, the wake is produced by small 
peninsulas protruding in to  the channel between two of the Gotoh Islands. 
In A31A.F12, the high return area results  from wake downwind from the 
island of Kabashima, which is  situated ju s t to the le f t  of the scene. 
Scene N27A.FM8 shows wind rows downwind from Fukuejima. The rows align  
with the wind d irec tion . This is  a fetch lim ited  regime, also. The 
fin a l wind pattern, N27B.FM5, reveals ca t's  paws downwind from the Gotoh 
Island of Hisakajima (figu re  4 -13). The peaks v is ib le  to  the r ig h t rise  
to  approximately 722 m.
Oceanic Fronts
Oceanic fronts are prevalent in the Japanese SAR data. Aside from 
the current boundary fronts of the Gulf Stream [1 8 ], oceanic fronts are 
noticeably absent from the SAR l ite ra tu re . This may be due to the low 
resolution o f SEASAT data, the longer Bragg wavelengths sensitive to  
L-bandSAR's, and the lim ited  number o f environments prone to frontal 
formation heretofore imaged by a ir c r a f t  SAR1s. The scenes th a t fo llow  
document the d e te c ta b ility  o f fronts by SAR in  the coastal environment. 
The re la tiv e  p ro life ra tio n  of oceanic fronts sensed on November 19, as 
opposed to  the November 27 and Augsut 31 missions, alludes to the 
weather and t id a l scenario that encourages surface fron tal expression. 
November 19 Fronts
The Gotoh Islands were dominated by high pressure throughout
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Figure 4-10. Scene N27B.FM6. Increased SAR scattering occurs 
downwind from topographic features. The dark band 
through the channel corresponds to unperturbed a ir  
and tid a l flow. This image is  in the radar 
slant-plane.
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Figure 4-11. Scene A31A.F12. Increased SAR scattering in the upper 
ha lf o f the image is downwind from an island ju s t to 
the le f t  of the scene. The darker area is  where the 
wind is  not obstructed by topography. This image is  in 
the radar slant-plane.
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Figure 4-12. Scene N27A.FM8. Wind rows downwind from Fukuejima.
Peaks as high as 1407 m e x is t on Fukuejima, ju s t to 
the r ig h t o f the scene. This image is  in the radar 
slant-plane.
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Figure 4-13. Scene N27B.FM5. Cat's paws downwind.from Hisakajima.
The peaks to the r ig h t r is e  to approximately 722 m. 
This image is  in the radar s lant-p lane.
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November 19. This was v e r ifie d  by northern hemisphere synoptic weather 
charts, the WMO station on Fukuejima, and ships of opportunity. Winds 
were as low as 0.5 m/s, but no higher than 1.54 m/s, well below the 
threshold o f 5 m/s generally assumed necessary fo r X-band SAR ocean 
imaging [19] (see table I I I ) .
Seas on November 19 were very calm. Wave periods were 1 s and 
heights 1 m throughout the morning hours. Modulation of what few Bragg 
scatterers can ex is t at 1 m/s wind speeds was minimized by these short 
period, low height waves. Surface wave patterns are absent from the 
November 19 SAR imagery as expected from the sea state. A ir tempera­
tures were about 3 degrees Celsius below sea surface temperatures, im­
plying a moderately stable boundary layer. The waters imaged during 
th is  mission were experiencing ebb t id e , the tid a l current propagating 
at 165 degrees with an average speed of 1.9 knots. The mission was 
flown ju s t ahead of slack water tim e.
Scenes N19A.FM1 and N19B.FM1 display fronts under the influence 
of the tid a l current. In N19A.FM1 (figu re  4-14) the fron tal boundary 
is  characterized by a d iffe re n t texture to the le f t  than to  the r ig h t,  
rather than by a pronounced lin ea tio n . The front bulges in  the d irec­
tion of the t id a l current. A s lig h t lineation  in the more highly tex- 
tured region ju s t o ff the small peninsula is  oriented in the t id a l flow  
direction and probably represents a small headland shear zone. Wind 
cannot account fo r  the textural d ifference across the fro n t. The tex - 
tured region is  probably warmer water than the surrounding waters.
This would increase the a ir-sea  temperature d ifference, and in s ta b ility  
would account fo r  an increase in Bragg scatterers. The textured region 
extends to the r ig h t of th is  scene fo r more than 7.5 nmi and is  about 
2 nmi wide. Scene N29B.FM1 (figu re  4-15) shows a headland fro n t. The
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@ 0900 hr.
0.59+ 360 1024.6 12.8 - - -
Ship 9MTU 
@ 0000 hr.
1.54 230 1024.0 18.0 22.5 1 1
Ship 9MTU 
@ 0600 hr.




Max. ebb tide  a t 1048 h r.,, 165 degrees.
+Corrected fo r elevation of station and fo r location on land.
H I
213°
Figure 4 -H a . Scene N19A.FM1. The fron ta l boundary is  characterized 
by a d ifference in texture. The linea tion  to the le f t  
of the small peninsula is  in the direction o f the tid a l 
current. This image is  in the radar s lant-plane.
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Figure 4-14b. A slant-plane sketch h ighlighting the 
textured region and the lineations.
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213°
Figure 4-15. Scene N19B.FM1. The headland fro n t is  the lineation  
situated diagonally. I t  aligns w ith the t id a l cur­
rent and occurs downstream from Saganoshima. The 
island is  below and to the r ig h t o f the scene. This 
image is  in the radar s lant-plane.
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fron t is  the lineation  which t r a i ls  behind Saganoshima in the d irection  
of the t id a l current. Saganoshima is  situated below and to the rig h t 
of th is  scene.
Scenes N19A.FM2 and N19B.FM2 show two more fronts unique to the 
data set. N19A.FM2 shows the fro n t as a lineation  near shore with no 
discernible d ifference in image texture on e ith e r  side of the front 
(figu re  4 -16). N19B.FM2 (figu re  4-17) shows a fro n t s im ilar to N19A.FM1 
in that i t  is  characterized by a d ifference in image texture. The dot 
ju s t inside the textured region is  a small boat, probably a fishing  
boat. The boat is  one of over th ir ty  imaged in the area. Although i t  
is  d i f f ic u l t  to v e r ify  in the f ie ld  correlated SAR imagery, i t  appears
tha t a ll  but two boats are in a region of s lig h tly  more textured water.
Wakes of two boats not in the textured waters show them moving toward
the textured region. Fishing along thermal fronts is  a time honored
practice and lends credence to the conjecture tha t scene N19B.FM2 shows 
a thermal fro n t.
This scene shows a fron t d iffe rin g  from those of November 19, since 
i t  results from the interaction of a wind driven wave f ie ld  moving to ­
ward the top o f the image, and a 3.1 knt tid a l current propagating to ­
ward the bottom o f the image, having passed through a narrow channel. 
Shear zones generate a high population of Bragg scatterers that express 
the fron t in the SAR image. The fro n t is  more than a SAR pecu lia rity  
since the incoming wave f ie ld  is  refracted to the r ig h t of the fron t 
(figu re  4 -18).
Internal Waves
Internal waves are not unique to SAR imagery [2 0 ,2 1 ], but are pe­
c u lia r in th is  data set. Scene N19A.FM4 (fig u re  4-19) shows the only
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Figure 4-16. Scene N19A.FM2. This fron t is  expressed as a 
lin ea tio n , with no varia tion  in image texture  
across the fro n t. This image is  in the radar 
slant-plane.
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Figure 4-17. Scene N19B.FM2. Another fro n t characterized by 
textural differences in water masses. This image 
is in the radar s lant-plane.
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Figure 4-18. Scene A31A.F13. The t id a l current is  downward, while  
the wave f ie ld  propagates upward in the scene. This 
image is  in the radar s lant-p lane.
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Figure 4-19. Scene N19A.FM4. An internal wave pattern north of 
the Gotoh Islands. This image is  in the radar 
slant-plane.
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in ternal wave pattern in the Japanese data. I t  is located just north 
of the Gotoh Islands, well away from sources of fresh water runoff. 
Equally interesting is scene N19C.FM4 (figu re  4 -2 0 ), situated about 5 
nmi west and s lig h tly  north of N19A.FM4. Scene N19C.FM4 was in i t ia l ly  
speculated to be a ra in fa ll  pattern. Were i t  so, th is  might be a more 
bouyant fresh water source fo r internal waves induced by the underlying 
swell. I t  is  un like ly , though, tha t showers would be present in an area 
dominated by a 1024 mb atmospheric high, despite a reported cloud cover 
of 7/10. The WMO weather station on Fukuejima reported no ra in fa ll  fo r  
th is  day.
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213°
Figure 4-20. Scene N19C.FM4. This unknown surface disturbance 
was speculated to be r a in fa l l ,  but i t  is  not 
l ik e ly  to be so in an area dominated by high pressure.
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CHAPTER 5 
SAR TEXTURE ANALYSIS:
THE DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS PERSPECTIVE
An image transformation th a t provides more information than the 
power spectrum is  o f in te res t in SAR ocean image feature extraction and 
characterization. Texture analysis based on gray level co-occurrence 
(GLC) matrices is  an a lte rn a tiv e . An image c lass ificatio n  experiment 
conducted by Conners and Harlow [1 ] which compared the GLC, gray level 
run length (GLRL), and power spectral (PS) methods, showed the GLC meth­
od to be more powerful than the GLRL or PS methods a t discriminating 
Markov textures. The im plication is  tha t the GLC matrices contain more 
textural information than the power spectrum. Appropriately defined 
measures fo r the GLC matrices should be able to characterize more 
image features than the PS method.
This chapter presents a study of period ic ity  characterization by 
the GLC method. I f  the GLC method is  to be applicable to SAR ocean 
wave analysis, i t  must f i r s t  be shown to measure wave direction and 
length. The PS method does th is  w e ll. This study demonstrates theo­
r e t ic a l ly  and experimentally th a t the GLC method also measures wave 
direction and length. Computer synthesized wave imagery is used to 
show that the GLC matrices re ta in  phase information that is  sensitive  
to  a measure called c luster shade. This is  a new discovery and con­
tributes to our understanding of why the GLC method is  a more powerful
153
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textural discrim inator than the PS method. The study is  concluded by 
applying GLC matrix measures to several SAR ocean image wind patterns  
to assess th e ir  u t i l i t y  on roughly periodic and non-periodic patterns.
5.1 The GLC Matrices and Measures
The GLC matrix is  essen tia lly  an image compression representation.
A matrix is  generated fo r each pixel spacing, d, and angle, e, w ithin  
the scene. The matrix is square and has as many rows and columns as gray 
levels in the image. Each GLC matrix element is  the probability  of going 
from one gray le v e l, c a ll i t  " i" ,  to another gray le v e l, " j" ,  given an 
angle, 0, and an intersample spacing, d, i . e . ,  S0( i , j | d ) .  Obviously, 
one can eas ily  generate more data than is  in the orig inal image i f  a ll 
d 's , e's and a ll  256 gray levels are considered. Most v isu a lly  d is ­
t in c t  image structures are retained when the image is  reduced to 16 
gray leve ls . In th is  study, equal p robability  quantization (EPQ) to 
16 gray levels was done. EPQ has the advantage of normalizing image 
contrast differences among scenes due to film  processing and d ig it iz a ­
tion [2 ]. Based on image resolution and knowledge of lim itin g  sizes 
of features, reasonable values of d may be determined. The same kind 
of "scene knowledge" can be used to pick reasonable values of e. With 
these considerations, GLC matrices do become image compression repre­
sentations. Figure 5-1 shows the configuration o f a GLC matrix repre­
senting NG gray leve ls .
Textural information is  extracted from GLC matrices by measures.
Six measures were used in th is  study. They are:




Figure 5-1. The gray level co-occurrence m atrix. Each 
element is  the probab ility  of going from 
gray level i to gray level j ,  given a d i­
rection , e, and an intersample spacing, d.
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(1 + j  -  wx -  yy )4 S0( . i , j |d ) (5 -6 )
where
NG-1 NG-1
»x = n  i  y u i d )  (5 - 7)
i =0 j =0
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The f i r s t  four measures are heuris tic . They were suggested by Haralick, 
e t .a l .  [3 ,4 ] to  measure " . . .  the presence o f organized structure w ithin  
the image," although he notes, " . . .  i t  is  hard to id en tify  which speci­
f ic  textural characteris tic  is represented by each o f these features."
The la s t two measures were suggested by Conners in a paper by Harlow, 
e t .a l .  [5 ] and are based upon principles of uniformity and proximity 
documented by Julesz [ 6] .  I f  a texture is  characterized by a uniformity  
in  gray shade, then higher probab ilities  w ill  occur in clusters along 
the main GLC matrix diagonal. Cluster shade and cluster prominence 
essen tia lly  measure the location o f uniform ity clusters along the matrix  
diagonal with respect to the means, ux and v y
5.2 The In e rt ia  Measure and Wave Period
Period ic ity  detection is  not lim ited  to  the power spectrum, but 
can be done with the in e rt ia  measure. This was o rig in a lly  demonstrated 
by Conners and Harlow [7 ] when analyzing Brodatz textures [ 8] ,  In th is  
section, the in e rt ia  measure is  analyzed, and four of i ts  characteris­
tic s  developed and v e r ifie d . These are:
1. Its  a b il i ty  to detect the period of a simple sinusoidal wave 
image,
2. Its  a b il i ty  to detect the period of a fundamental frequency 
and its  harmonics,
3. Its  in s e n s itiv ity  to re la tiv e  phase sh ifts  between a funda­
mental and a harmonic,
4. The re lationship between the in e r t ia  measure and the auto­
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correlation function.
Following the theoretical developments and v erific a tio n  by computer 
synthesized wave patterns, the in e rtia  measure shall be applied to SAR 
ocean imagery. Period detection by the in e r t ia  measure shall be com­
pared to that from the power spectrum.
5.2.1 Theoretical Developments o f the In e r t ia  Measure
One can easily  show that the local minima in the texture measures 
computed fo r many d's a t a given 6 in a sinusoidal image occur a t pixel 
spacings corresponding to the wave period. We s ta rt by considering a 
single sinusoid and sample two points, one a t position t  and the other 
o ffse t by some d a t the point t-j.
9 . 2Tr(t-t-.) 9
f ( t )  = [sin -  sin — j  ]  (5-9)
2
Remember that the c oeffic ien t o f the in e rt ia  measure has the form ( i - j )  , 
where i and j  are gray leve ls . Likewise, equation (5-9) represents a 
gray level difference fo r  a given d, where d=t-j - t .  Using a trigono­
metric expansion, equation (5 -9 ) can be rew ritten ,
9 ir(2t - t 1) 0 irt-i
f ( t )  = 2 cos [-------j —— ) sin  ̂ (5-10)
where T is  the period of the sinusoid. Now we integrate fo r a large  
number o f periods in the image, neglecting image boundary e ffects .
b 9 irt-i b 9 iv(2t  -  t-,)
I = J f ( t ) d t  = 2 sin t y - )  J cos (— 1 ------- '— )  dt (5-11)
The term in the integral can be expanded as,
2 ir(2t - t , )  _ 2 ,2, *  ffti
cos‘  (:------ y - )  cos {— -------- — ).  (5-12)
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We are integrating over t ,  and t-j is  a constant, so upon expansion by 
the trigonometric re la tio n  and squaring, we get
When solving the in te g ra l, we obtain two terms containing sin [(.4Trt)/T]
the terms reduce to zero and a constant, respectively. Therefore, equa­
tion (5-13) reduces to
corresponds to  the mimimum of the in e r t ia  measure. This occurs fo r  in ­
tersample spacings corresponding to the wave period.
The same basic development can be used to  show tha t the period of 
the fundamental and harmonics can be detected by the in e rt ia  measure. 
Furthermore, the fundamental and harmonics need not be in phase with  
each other. The superposition o f the fundamental and harmonics y ie lds  
a modified version of equation (5 -7 ).





and one term containing sin2 £ (2 irt)/T ]. When b-a is  much greater than T,
2 THo




where K is  a scale constant. Sin x is minimized fo r  x = rnr, n = 0 , + 1 ,
+ 2 , . . .  Therefore,
t j  = nT (5-16)
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f ( t>  = |m ^  CSl"  ^  '  $1" (— T— 1 +m,:1} (5' 17)
The sin(ax + b) terms in equation (5 -17) can be expanded and rearranged
so that the expression fo r integrating  over a large number o f periods
in the image has the form
b k 0 mirt, b 9 imr(2t - t - i )
I  = /  f ( t ) d t  = I  sin ( - t - 1) /  sin (— T-+  2* ) d t. (5-18)
a m=l a 1,1
In a manner s im ilar to the case of the single sinusoidal image, the in te ­
gral reduces to [9 ] ,
k o mirt-i
1 =  I  K sin (— j i -  ) .  (5 -19)
m=l
2
The sin x term is  minimized whenever
t  = .01 = n'T ; n = 0 ,+ l,+ 2 ,.. . ,m = 0 ,+ l,+ 2 ,.. .  (5-20)
Whenever n is  an integer m ultip le  o f m, we have an absolute minimum.
This occurs fo r  intersample spacings corresponding to the fundamental 
frequency, regardless o f phase. Local minima occur fo r  ra tional values 
of n '.  These occur a t intersample spacings corresponding to the har­
monics.
F in a lly , le t 's  see how to  prove th a t the in e rt ia  measure is  es­
s e n tia lly  the DC biased and scaled autocorrelation function. Let's  
begin by restating the in e r t ia  measure.
NG-1 NG-1 9
1(d) = I  I  ( i - o T  S0( i , j | d )  (.5-1)
i =0 j =0
Since we are analyzing a large scene, we are interested in the expected 
value of the in e r t ia  measure.
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E { I(d )} =
NG-1 NG-1
NG-1 NG-1 0 
I  I  ( i - j )  S ( i , j |d )  
1=0 j=0 0
(5-21)
I  ’ T  ’ ( i ' j ) 2 E{SQ( i , j | d ) }  (5-22)
i =0 j =0
Assuming s ta tio n arity  and an ergodic random process,
E{S0( i , j | d ) }  = P (X (t) = i ,  X(t+d) = j )  (5-23)
where P (-) is the jo in t  probability  o f a random varia b le , X, a t location
t  having gray level i ,  and X displaced from t  by d having a gray level
j .  Upon substituting equation (5-23) into (5-22) and expanding the poly­
nomial ,
NG-1 NG-1 9 NG-1 NG-1 0
E {I(d )J  = I  I  i 2P (.)  * 1 1  j 2 P (-)
i =0 j =0 i =0 j =0
NG-1 NG-1
- 2 I  I  i jP ( - )  (5-24)
i =0 j =0
NG-1 NG-1 ,  NG-1 NG-1
= 2 I  I  i 2 P (-) + 2 ]  I  i jP ( - )  (5-25)
i =0 j =0 i =0 j =0
(5-26)
function. The importance of th is  resu lt is tha t the power spectrum is  
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. Therefore, the 
in e r t ia  measure and the power spectrum are equally sensitive to image 
p e rio d ic itie s .
5 .2 .2  Empirical V erification
Three computer synthesized wave images and a SAR ocean wave image 
are processed here to v e r ify  the theoretical developments. The f i r s t
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two images, figures 5-2 and 5 -3 , are synthesized images containing a 
fundamental and one harmonic. Figure 2 was generated from the equation,
5(x ,y ) = a sin(lOX) + a s in(20X), [5-27)
the fundamental making 10 undulations over the 256 pixel wide image. 
Figure 5-3 was generated from the equation,
c (x ,y ) = a sin(lOX) + a sin(30X). (5-28)
The th ird  image, figure 5-4 was generated with a 60 degree phase s h if t  
in the harmonic. Its  equation is ,
s (x ,y ) = a sin(lOX) + a sin(20X + %  ). (5-29)
A 128 by 128 pixel window was extracted from each image fo r processing. 
F irs t , a two-dimensional fa s t Fourier transform (FFT) was computed on 
each window. The data were processed f i r s t  to remove the DC bias and 
to cosine r o l l -o f f  10 percent of the picture near the edges (akin to 
Hanning windowing), then transformed. Figures 5 -5 , 5-6 and 5-7 are the 
FFT magnitudes computed on figures 5 -2 , 5-3 and 5 -4 , respectively. The 
fundamental frequency corresponds to a spatial period in each image of 
25.6 pixels. In figures 5-2 and 5 -4 , the harmonics have a spatial 
period of 12.8 p ixels. In figure 5 -3 , the harmonic period is  8 .5 p ixels. 
Each 128 by 128 pixel window was then processed to extract the in e rt ia  
measure. No DC bias removal or edge ro llin g -o ff  was done here. Each 
window was EPQ reduced to 16 gray leve ls . GLC matrices fo r 64 d-e 
pairs were computed; e a t 0 degrees and d from 1 to 64 p ixels. In e rtia  
was then plotted fo r a ll  64 intersample spacings. Figures 5 -8 , 5-9 and 
5-10 show the in e rtia  p lots. In figure  5 -8 , the absolute minimum occurs
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Figure 5-2. A computer synthesized wave image consisting o f a 
fundamental and the second harmonic, both in phase.
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Figure 5-3 . A computer synthesized wave image consisting o f a 
fundamental and the th ird  harmonic, both in phase.
Reproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
Figure 5-4 . A computer synthesized wave image consisting o f a 
fundamental and the second harmonic, the harmonic 
being out of phase by -60 degrees.
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Figure 5-5 . The two-dimensional FFT magnitude o f the computer 
synthesized image in Figure 5-2. Note the funda­
mental and its  second harmonic.
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Figure 5-6. The two dimensional FFT magnitude o f the computer 
synthesized image in Figure 5-3. Note the funda­
mental and its  th ird  harmonic.
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Figure 5 -7 . The two-dimensional FFT magnitude o f the computer
synthized image in Figure 5-4. Note the fundamental 
and its  second harmonic.
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every 26 p ixe ls , corresponding to the fundamental frequency of 25.6 
pixe ls. The same is  true in figures 5-9 and 5-10. In both figures 5-8  
and 5-10, the harmonic having a period of 13 pixels is evident. Note 
that the phase s h if t  of the harmonic is  not evident when comparing 
figures 5-8 and 5-10. Although not shown here, the phase of the FFT 
fo r the in e rt ia  measure p lotted in figures 5-8 and5-10 does not d if fe r .  
F in a lly , figure 5-9 shows the harmonic having a period of 8 p ixe ls , as 
found in the FFT magnitude.
A s im ilar analysis was done with a SAR ocean image showing long- 
crested, range traveling waves. The image was taken from the Japanese 
data set, south of the largest o f the Gotoh Islands, Fukuejima. Figure 
5-11 shows the ground-plane image with three regions fo r processing.
The largest region, N27C51, is  128 by 128 p ixe ls. The FFT magnitude of 
th is  region, a fte r  EPQ to 16 gray lev e ls , is  shown in figure 5-12. The 
conjugate pa ir energy clusters are a t a frequency corresponding to a 
wave period o f 7.98 p ixe ls. Figure 5-13 shows the in e rt ia  p lot com­
puted across the wave crests. The absolute minimum occurs between 7 and 
8 p ixels. This agrees well w ith the power spectral re su lt.
5 .2 .3  Summary of the Wave P eriod ic ity  Study
The s en s itiv ity  of the in e r t ia  measure to wave period ic ities  re­
ported by Conners and Harlow [7 ] has been v e r ifie d . Their work has 
been extended by th is  author to show, mathematically and em pirically , 
that the period of harmonics is  also detected by the in e rt ia  measure 
and is  insensitive to phase. The la t te r  two points are a unique con­
tribu tion  to the understanding of perio d ic ity  detection with the in e rt ia  
measure. This knowledge has been applied to SAR image parameter ex­
traction .
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Figure 5-11. Ground-plane SAR image N27C.FM5 showing long-crested 
range trave ling  waves. Region N27C51 is  the area 
analyzed.
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Figure 5-12. The two-dimensional FFT magnitude of the region N27C51 
of Figure 5-11. The region was EPQ gray level reduced 
to 16 leve ls  and the edges cosine weighted before 
transforming.




















Figure 5-13. The in e rt ia  p lot fo r e across the wave crest. The minimum between 7 
and 8 pixels corresponds to the wave length.
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5.3 The In e rtia  Measure and Wave Direction
The in e rtia  measure can be used to determine wave d irection . I f  
the image being analyzed is  perfectly  periodic, and e is  chosen perpen­
d icu lar to the wave crests, then whenever d = T, the in e rt ia  measure 
w ill be zero. As e departs from its  position perpendicular to the wave 
crests, the intersample spacing needed fo r the in e rtia  measure to  become 
zero increases. Hence, the smallest d fo r which the in e rt ia  measure is  
a local minimum w ill always occur when e is  perpendicular to  the wave 
crests.
As an example, consider an image composed of a single sinusoid, 
having a period of 6 .4 pixels propagating horizontally. Four directions
shall be analyzed, e = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees. These angles are
measured in the trigonometric sense, with 0 degrees being across the wave 
crests. For each 6, the in e rtia  measure fo r d's from 1 to 20 pixels are 
calculated and plotted. Figure 5-14a shows the p lot fo r e a t 0 degrees.
The plot shows the wave pattern to  have a period of 6 p ixe ls , allowing
fo r  quantization to the nearest d. Figure 5-14b shows the in e rt ia  plot
fo r  e a t 45 degrees. This p lot is  identical to tha t fo r e a t 0 degrees,
however, absolute distances measured across pixels a t 45 degrees are 
greater than a t 0 degrees by the square root of 2. Were we to  say each 
pixel corresponds to 1 m, then the f i r s t  minimum in figure 5-14b corre­
sponds to 8.49 m as opposed to  6 m in figure 5-14a. When e is  90 degrees, 
the in e rt ia  measure is  zero fo r  a ll  d 's . This is  to  be expected since 
the image in tensities  fo r e para lle l to the wave crests are identical 
and independent of d. Figure 5-14c shows th is . F in a lly , fo r  e a t 135
degrees we see the same pattern as when e was 45 degrees (figu re  5-14d ).
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This is true because the wave pattern is  perfectly  periodic and symmetric 
about e a t 90 degrees.
This same pattern occurs fo r  SAR ocean wave data. The scene N27C.FM5 
is  used as an example (figu re  5 -11). The 128 by 128 pixel region is  
chosen fo r analysis. Long-crested waves are trave ling  in the range 
dimension toward 180 degrees. The in e rt ia  p lo t fo r e a t 0 degrees shows 
a local minimum occuring fo r d a t 7 to 8 pixels (figu re  5-15a). The 
spatial resolution of the image is 9.95 m /pixel, so the wave period 
appears to be 69.6 m to 79.6 m. For s im p lic ity , assume the minimum 
occurs fo r a d of 7 pixels. At 45 degrees, the minimum occurs fo r d a t 
7 p ixe ls , but when corrected fo r absolute distance, d is  9.9 pixels or
98.5 m (figu re  5-15b). At 90 degrees there is  no minimum, and no wave­
length (figu re  5-15 c ). The increase in the in e r t ia  measure with d re ­
sults from the scene not being perfectly  periodic. When 9 is  135 de­
grees, we see the minimum reappearing fo r d a t 8 p ixe ls , or 112.6 m 
(figu re  5-15d). The difference in the in e r t ia  plots fo r  e a t 45 and 
135 degrees is a ttributed  to the scene not being perfectly  periodic, 
the wave crests not being perfectly  p a ra lle l,  and a s lig h t deviation in  
the actual wave propagation d irection from 180 degrees. Analysis of 
the FFT magnitude compares well with the textural analysis. Figure 5-12 
shows the FFT magnitude, with a c luster centered a t a frequency corre­
sponding to a period of 79.4 m. The waves are trave ling  toward 176 
degrees.
5 .4  Cluster Shade and Phase S ens itiv ity
Several noteworthy discoveries about the c luster shade measure 
were made in th is  study. The f i r s t  is that c luster shade can be used 
to measure the size of uniformly shaded regions, re la tiv e  to the image
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Figure 5-15a. The in e rtia  p lot fo r e across the SAR ocean wave crests. The minimum corresponds 
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mean in te n s ity , assuming the areas of uniform ity are s ta t is t ic a lly  
s ign ific a n t in the scene. Secondly, the c luster shade measure was found 
to be very sensitive to phase. This fa c t is  especially important since 
i t  a t least p a r tia lly  explains why c luster shade (or c luster prominence) 
is  autom atically selected in image c la s s ific a tio n  exercises over in e rtia  
or local homogeneity. I t  also contributes greatly  to  our understanding 
of why the GLC method is  more powerful than the PS method a t texture d is­
crim ination.
A set of fiv e  computer synthesized wave images was used in the 
cluster shade study. Each contained two frequency components, a funda­
mental and its  second harmonic. The phase difference between the funda­
mental and harmonic was varied from 0 degrees to -30 degrees, -45 de­
grees, -60 degrees and -90 degrees. The period of the fundamental was
25.6 p ixe ls , and of the harmonic, 12.8 p ixe ls . A ll processing was done 
on a 128 by 128 pixel region, with reduction to 16 gray levels by EPQ. 
Transects across the wave crests were extracted and plotted. Each of 
the s ix texture measures was plotted fo r e oriented across the wave 
crests and d varied from 1 to 64 p ixe ls . Fourier analysis was also done 
on a ll  the measures. The data fo r  each p lo t were padded on the fro n t  
and t a i l  with 32 zeros, thereby generating a 128 element, periodic s ig­
na l. Both the magnitude and the phase of the FFT were computed and 
plotted .
As mentioned e a r lie r  in th is  chapter, the c luster shade and clus­
te r  prominence measures were suggested as a means o f quantifying uni­
form ity  and proximity in the scene. The computer synthesized wave 
data v e r ify  th a t the c luster shade measure does so. Consider the image 
transect and cluster shade plots fo r  phase differences of -30 and -90
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degrees. Figures 5-16a and 5-16b show the transect and c luster shade 
p lo t, respectively, fo r the -30 degree case. Figures 5-17a and 5-17b 
show the same fo r the -90 degree case. The mean in tensity  of both ima­
ges is  64. I f  a lin e  is  drawn across the transects a t a count of 64, 
and the width of the signal part whose counts are above 64 measured, 
th is  width is the same as the widest peak in the c luster shade measure. 
Likewise, i f  the width o f the signal part whose counts are below the 
mean is measured, th is  width w ill  be the same as the shorter, narrower 
peak in the c luster shade measure. In the -30 degree case, the width 
o f the "bright", i . e .  high count value, signal part is  17.5 p ixe ls , 
while the width of the "dark", i . e .  low count value, signal part is 7.5  
pixe ls . These compare w ith widths of 18.0 and 7.25 pixels in  the c luster 
shade p lo t. A s im ilar re la tionsh ip  holds fo r the -90 degree case.
S lig h t discrepancies in widths fo r  a ll  fiv e  cases can be a ttribu ted  to 
two facts:
1. Neither the fundamental nor harmonic make an even number of 
cycles across the image. Therefore, quantization errors of 
up to one pixel can be expected in some cases.
2. The transects were extracted from the 256 gray level image 
while the c lus te r shade plots were based on 16 gray leve ls .
This tends to make the raw signal less smooth due to  quantiza­
tion .
An interesting trend in the c lus te r shade plots fo r  increasing 
phase differences is  the increase in amplitude of the "bright" and 
"dark" peaks. These correspond d ire c tly  to the increase in in tensity  
of the signal values fo r  increasing phase d ifference. The im plication







Figure 5-16a. A transect taken across two periods of the 
computer synthesized wave image composed of 
a fundamental and second harmonic, the 
harmonic being -30 degrees out o f phase with 
the fundamental.
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Figure 5-17a. A transect taken across two periods o f the computer 
synthesized wave image composed o f a fundamental 
and second harmonic, the harmonic being -90 degrees 
out of phase with the fundamental.
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Figure 5-17b. The cluster shade plot of the image whose transect appears in Figure 5-17a. 
Compare the lobe widths with Figure 5-17a.
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is that the phase change in the imagery which is  reflected as in tensity  
changes in the signal is  measured by the c luster shade measure. For 
example, the FFT phase plots of c luster shade fo r the lower frequencies 
in the -30 and -90 degree cases d if fe r  markedly (figures 5-18a and 5-18b). 
This is  in v iv id  contrast to  the FFT phase of the in e rt ia  p lo ts , which 
are identical (figures 5-19a and 5-19b).
The s e n s itiv ity  o f c luster shade to phase v e r ifie s  that the GLC 
matrices retain  image phase information. This is  a noteworthy revela­
tion in lig h t of the greater discrimination power of the GLC method re ­
la tiv e  to the PS method. I t  is well known that the phase of a s ignal's  
complex Fourier transform contains more information pertinent to  the 
signal's  reconstruction than the magnitude, or power [1 0 ]. Images re ­
constructed from th e ir  FFT magnitude, with the phase set constant, show 
l i t t l e  or no resemblance to  the orig inal image. Images reconstructed 
from th e ir  FFT phase, with the magnitude set constant, closely resemble 
the orig inal scene. Because the GLC matrices re ta in  phase information, 
they w ill  always y ie ld  more powerful discrimination results than the 
power spectrum. The questions now become, "What texture measures o p ti­
mally sense image phase, and how does one compare phase measures from 
the GLC matrices with phase measures from the FFT phase?" These ques­
tions are beyond the scope o f th is  d isserta tion , but suggest an empha­
sis fo r fu rther research.
5.5 In e rt ia  and Cluster Shade Applied to Non-periodic SAR Features
The u t i l i t y  o f the in e r t ia  and cluster shade measures in periodic  
scenes has been established, but what about th e ir  use in measuring rough­
ly  periodic or non-periodic features? Because of the mathematical lin k
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Figure 5-18a. The FFT phase computed on the c luster shade measure for the image whose transect 
appears in Figure 5-16a. Phases over a window fiv e  elements wide were averaged 
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Figure 5-18b. The FFT phase computed on the c luster shade measure for the image whose transect 
appears in Figure 5-17a. Five element averaging was done before p lo tting . Note 
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Figure 5-19a. The FFT phase computed on the in e rtia  measure fo r the image whose transect appears 
in Figure 5-16a. Phases over a window fiv e  elements wide were averaged before 
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Figure 5-7 9b. The FTT phase computed on the in ertia  measure fo r the image whose transect appears
in Figure 5-17a. Five element averaging was done before p lo tting . Note that th is  
plot is identical to that shown in Figure 5-19a.
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between the in e rt ia  measure and the autocorrelation function, one would 
expect the in e rt ia  measure to be as successful as the power spectrum at 
characterizing extreme departures from p eriod ic ity , One would also ex­
pect the c luster shade measure to be capable of measuring uniformity  
and proximity only when 1) the uniformity texture is  s ta t is t ic a lly  
s ig n ifican t in the scene and 2) there is not a great deal of size and 
placement varia tion  in the uniform texture. The following examples 
bear th is  out.
A roughly periodic and non-periodic SAR wind scene were analyzed 
to assess the in e r t ia  and cluster shade measures. The roughly periodic  
feature is  a wind streak pattern on the north end of the Gotoh Islands of 
Japan. The wind streaks are the th in , lig h t lineations oriented at 
about 135 degrees in the scene N27A.FM9 (figu re  5 -20). The 128 by 128 
pixel region analyzed is shown in the scene. This region was gray level 
reduced to 15 gray levels via EPQ. I t  was then DC bias processed, 
cosine weighted and two-dimensionally Fourier transformed. The FFT 
magnitude was generated (figu re  5 -21). The unbiased, unweighted region 
was also texture processed fo r 0 at 54 degrees (across the wind streaks) 
and d from 1 to 64 p ixe ls . In e rtia  and c luster shade plots were made 
and are shown in figures 5-22 and 5-23, respectively. The fact that 
the FFT magnitude shows frequency dispersion ra d ia lly  a t 54 degrees 
attests  to  the degree o f non-periodicity in wind streaks; however, 
there are a few energy clusters corresponding to a period of roughly 
18 p ixe ls . The in e rt ia  measure p lot does not read ily  reveal any 
p e rio d ic ities , A one-di.mensi.onal FFT was performed on the in e rt ia  p lo t, 
and its  magnitude is shown in figure  5-24. The f i r s t  lobe rig h t of DC 
corresponds to a period of 20.9 p ixe ls , which is in rough agreement
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Figure 5-20. Scene N27A.FM9 is  from an area on the north end of the 
Gotoh Islands. Wind streaks w ithin the region N27A91 
were analyzed.
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Figure 5-21. The two-dimensional FFT magnitude o f the region N27A91 
in Figure 5-20. The region was EPQ gray level reduced 
to 16 gray levels  and the edges cosine weighted before 
transforming. The wind streaks are v is ib le  a t 54 degrees.
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Figure 5-24. The FFT magnitude of the p lot in Figure 5-22. The f i r s t  lobe righ t of DC 
corresponds to a period of 20.9 p ixels.
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with the two-dimensional FFT magnitude, As one would expect, based on 
the mathematical re lationship between in e rtia  and the autocorrelation  
function, the in e rt ia  measure and the power spectrum sense roughly p e ri­
odic structures equally w ell. The cluster shade measure shows a re la tiv e  
minimum at approximately 28 pixels and an absolute minimum at 52 p ixels. 
While the local minimum roughly agrees with the wind streak period de­
tected in the FFT magnitude, the 52 pixel period is  not v isua lly  d is ­
cernible in the image. This casts doubt on the u t i l i t y  of c luster shade 
to detect the presence of roughly periodic features such as wind streaks.
The non-periodic wind scene is of cat's  paws in the wind wake of 
one of the Gotoh Islands. Within the scene A31A.F12, a 128 by 128 pixel 
region was selected. The cat's  paws are the dark, roughly round patterns 
within the polygon marked A31A121 in figure 5-25. A vertica l transect 
was extracted and plotted in figure 5-26 to show the v a r ia b ility  in uni­
form ity and proximity. In addition to the FFT magnitude computed on the 
16 gray le v e l, DC biased and edge weighted EPQ region, the in e r t ia  and 
cluster shade measures were computed v e rtic a lly  and horizontally  fo r d 
from 1 to 64. The two-dimensional FFT magnitude is  shown in figure 5-27, 
and the in e rt ia  and cluster shade plots are shown in figures 5-28 
through 5-31. None of these reveal periodic components, nor does the 
c luster shade measure show minima corresponding to the width of inten­
s ity  clusters from the transect shown in figure 5-26. Neither c luster 
shade nor in e rt ia  is  sensitive to non-periodic wind features.
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Figure 5-25. Scene A31A.FI2. The region A31A121 contains turbulent 
wind patterns, the re su lt o f wind wake from an adjacent 
island. The roughly round, dark areas are "cat's  paws."








Figure 5-26. A transect extracted v e r tic a lly  across the 
ca t's  paws region. Note the varia tion  in 
uniform ity and proximity o f in tensity  
signatures.
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Figure 5-27. The two-dimensional FFT magnitude o f the region A31A.F12 
in Figure 5-25. The region was EPQ gray level reduced 
to 16 gray levels  and the edges cosine weighted before 
transforming. The FFT magnitude is  essen tia lly  isotropic.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A number o f conclusions and recommendations can be drawn from the 
new research in chapters 4 and 5. Their d ivers ity  can best be managed 
by considering the research from two frames of reference, geophysical 
analysis and d ig ita l image analysis.
From the geophysical frame o f reference, a heretofore suspected but 
undocumented capability  o f SAR imagery has been demonstrated, and two 
poten tia lly  valuable applications o f SAR image analysis introduced. De­
termining wind direction from wind rows, wind streaks and turbulent zones 
is  a unique resu lt of th is  research and emphasizes the u t i l i t y  o f high 
resolution X-band SAR imagery fo r synoptic scene analysis. The increased 
resolution of the SAR a irc ra f t  imagery, when compared to SEASAT, accounts 
fo r  our a b il i ty  to v isua lly  id en tify  wind patterns and adequately sample 
them fo r  computer processing. The shorter wavelengths of the X-band 
Bragg scatterers are more sensitive to  wind flow than those of L-band 
SAR systems, making X-band the p referentia l SAR frequency band. The two 
applications of SAR image analysis introduced in chapter 4 extend SAR 
u til iz a t io n  beyond determining wave direction  and length. Existing  
empirical re lations allow a number o f important sea state parameters to 
be estimated. Wavelength, eas ily  and fa i r ly  re lia b ly  extracted from any 
point in a SAR image, along with wind speed, has been shown here to  
estimate wave height and aerodynamic roughness parameters. Routine e s t i-
212
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mation of these parameters can and should be used to re fin e  sea state  
empirical re la tions and thereby provide a be tte r synoptic analysis tech­
nique. The second application unites these estimates with existing dig­
i t a l  hardware and software cap a b ilitie s  to display spectra, imagery and 
te x t simultaneously. This creates synoptic sea state  charts very sim i­
la r  in function to synoptic weather charts. No other sensor in combina­
tion  with a computer can generate these charts day and n igh t, regardless 
of cloud cover.
Most of the future work in geophysical SAR image analysis should 
center on building a research data base. Currently ava ilab le  surface 
weather and sea state  data should accompany SAR imagery of selected 
areas in the base. Time series analysis is  very important, so the se­
lected areas should be routine ly  imaged and documented. Increased a v a il­
a b il i ty  of d ig ita l SAR systems would g reatly  sim plify  and broaden syn­
optic  SAR geophysical analysis c a p a b ilit ie s . The data base would allow  
quantita tive  refinement o f SAR parameter estimation re la tions and thereby 
provide an increasingly re lia b le  scene analysis to o l.
From the d ig ita l image analysis frame o f reference, two extremely 
important conclusions can be drawn. The f i r s t  is  tha t texture analysis 
based on the GLC matrix method is  a valuable tool in SAR scene analysis. 
The in e r t ia  measure has been shown to  be as valuable as the power spec­
trum, and the in e r t ia  measure is  ju s t one of many measures. Secondly, 
the c luster shade measure has demonstrated a s ig n ific a n t aspect of the 
GLC matrices. The matrices re ta in  both magnitude and phase information 
from the scene. In e rt ia  has been th e o re tic a lly  and em pirically  linked  
to magnitude inform ation, while c lus te r shade has been experimentally  
linked to  phase. This finding o ffers  a p a r t ia l ,  i f  not complete, ex­
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planation of why Conners and Harlow [Ref. 1, Chpt. 5] found the GLC 
matrix method to be superior to the PS method a t texture discrim ination.
Future research in texture analysis should move beyond PS analysis 
and concentrate on phase analysis. The move beyond PS analysis is  
p a rticu la rly  important in SAR image analysis because the additional in ­
formation in  phase data represents a valuable resource which must be 
tapped, despite a tra d itio n a l a f f in i ty  to PS analysis by the geophysical 
and engineering community. Whether done in the GLC matrix domain or in 
the Fourier domain, a concentrated e ffo r t  must be made to id en tify  
phase sensitive measures. The c luster shade measure is  ju s t one of many 
tha t are conceivable. This is  especially  important since image analysts 
have long known tha t image reconstruction is  best done with phase data 
rather than with magnitude data, yet no systematic measures of phase 
s e n s itiv ity  have been suggested to  date.
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APPENDIX 1 
BASIC STRIPMAP SAR PHYSICS
STRIPMAP GEOMETRY
The stripmap SAR imaging geometry is  shown in Figure A - l.  The 
radar is  side-looking and mounted in an a irc ra f t  (or spacecraft). As 
the radar antenna is  transported in the azimuth, or along-track, d i­
mension, the radar's physical aperture illum inates a ground s trip  with 
microwave radiation having a beamwidth, 6 , and depressed from the a ir ­
c ra ft 's  horizontal plane by an angle a. The range from the a irc ra ft  
to any point, P, on the ground is  the slant-plane distance, R. RQ is  
the slant-plane range to the center o f the beamwidth.
RANGE RESOLUTION
Range, or across-track, resolution is determined by the time 
delay o f pulsed transmitted signals. The round t r ip  propagation time, 
AT, fo r a target a t slant-range R is
where c is the speed o f l ig h t . The time length o f each pulse, t , and 
the pulse length, Ip are re lated by the expression
Two targets separated in slant-range by a distance aR w ill be resolved
(A -l)
IP = CT (A-2)
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Figure A -l. SAR geometry.
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as long as
AR -  " T = T  * (A"3>
In other words, the two targets can only be resolved i f  the return  
from the f i r s t  target is  separated in space from that o f the second 
target. The minimum target separation which allows th is  is  one where 
the round t r ip  trave l distance between the f i r s t  and second targets  
equals one pulse length. The round t r ip  travel distance must there­
fore be a t leas t h a lf the slant-range target separation. This is  
illu s tra te d  in Figure A-2.
The slant-range reso lu tion , pR, is  then
PR = . (A-4)
This corresponds to a signal bandwidth given by
I = -  = 7T—
t 2pc
(A-4a)
The preceeding development assumes a rectangular pulse. Based on 
th is , improved range resolution is  achieved by transm itting shorter, 
narrower pulses. Decreasing the pulse width implies increasing the 
radar bandwidth which resu lts  in increased noise. This requires a 
proportional increase in pulse amplitude to assure a reasonable s ignal- 
to-noise ra tio  a t the rece iver. Furthermore, increasing the pulse re ­
p e titio n  frequency increases the number o f times targets in  the radar 
beam return the s ignal. Returns from targets fa rth e r in range may not 
be received u n til the next pulse is  transm itted, causing a range





I"------d R — *|
Figure A-2. Slant-range resolution fo r  a rectangular pulse.
Two targets are resolved when the pulse round 
t r ip  travel distance between the targets equals 
one pulse length.
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sorting dilemma called range ambiguity. I t  is therefore impractical 
to try  to produce short, narrow pulses fo r high range resolution SAR's. 
P ra c tic a lity  dictates transmitting a longer, "smoother" pulse to in ­
crease the average power, decrease noise and increase range. High 
resolution dictates short pulses.The solution is  to transmit a chirped 
signal. A long pulse length signal having the appropriate f re ­
quency response is generated with fa i r ly  low peak power, modulated up 
to microwave frequencies and transmitted. The received signal is  
am plified and compressed. Lower frequencies a rrive  f i r s t ,  but are de­
layed longer than the higher frequencies, y ie ld ing  a short pulse with 
increased peak amplitude. In optical systems, the received, expanded 
pulse is  recorded d irec tly  on film . Compression is  done by lenses in  
the optical correla tor.
Although the rectangular pulse development does not represent the 
practical implementation, i t  is  s t i l l  conceptually va lid  and is  usu­
a lly  regarded as the standard model in the l i te ra tu re .
A fin a l point concerning range determination should be made. The 
rectangular pulse model assumes targets o f equal height. T a lle r  ob­
je c ts , such as towers, w ill  have th e ir  top portion return the signal 
with a delay characteristic  o f a short object nearer the radar in the 
ground-plane. Ta ll objects w ill  then appear to have been la id  down 
in the image, with th e ir  top nearer in  range than th e ir  bottom. This 
is  called range lay-over and is a function o f the imaging geometry. 
Range lay-over does not influence the fundamental resolution of the 
system, but can obscure targets nearer in the ground-range dimension.
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AZIMUTH RESOLUTION
Azimuth, or along-track, resolution may be developed by f i r s t  
considering the properties o f a real aperture imaging radar, then ap­
plying Doppler concepts to develop the synthetic array concept which 
yields higher resolution. The starting  point is  a model of a real aper­
ture antenna pattern based on Frauenhaufer d iffra c tio n .
From the geometry in Figure A-3,
The microwave phase difference between elements, e-j and e£ is  given as
At th is  point, two sim plifying assumptions may be made. The f i r s t  re­
lates the interelement spacing, D, to the length o f the antenna, L.
I f  we consider the antenna to be composed of a very large number of 
elements, then
D sin 9 = d (A-5)
(A-6 )
and substituting equation (A-5) into equation (A-6) we get
, _ 2-itD sine 
*  \------- (A-7)
L = D (n -l) (A—8 )
L = Dn (A—9)
and
2irL sine 
+ " ” nT (A—10)
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Figure A-3. Real aperture radar antenna composed of elements, 
e.., separated by a distance, D.
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The second assumption is  tha t e is  small, making sine = e. Then,
Let the amplitude and phase o f the energy received a t an antenna 
element be represented by a phasor. The antenna pattern is  then formed 
by v e c to r ia lly  summing the phasors fo r  a ll  elements. I f  we assume the 
amplitude o f each phasor is  id e n tic a l, then the to ta l energy received 
is  the scalar sum o f amplitudes a t each element and is  represented by 
an arc o f length AQ. The resultant energy amplitude is the vector sum, 
A, as shown in  Figure A-4. The ra tio  of the chord length, A to the arc 
length, AQ, is  the ra tio  of the resultant.am plitude a t any element along 
the antenna to the to ta l energy received by the antenna. The chord 




s l n S f . ^ (A -l 3)
A = 2R sin ^ (A-14)
The arc length is  simply stated
AQ = Rn<f) (A—15)
so tha t the energy amplitude re la tionsh ip  fo r the antenna is
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A0
Figure A-4. Phasor p lo t of a ll  antenna elements.
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Figure A-5. Phasor p lot geometry.
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where y = • The f i r s t  null occurs when
(A -l7)
Y  = i f k  ;  k  = 1 , 2 , . . .  (A -l8 )
and substituting equation (A -l2) we get
Y = M  = iki = vk (A_19)
c o
and the f i r s t  null occurs a t the angle
e = ^  • (A-20)
The angular width between the symmetrically d istributed f i r s t  null is  
2e. Antenna beamwidth is  defined as the half-power angle o f th is  main 
lobe o f the antenna pattern. The half-power points occur a t
± f = ± ^  (A-21)
so the angular beamwidth, e, is  represented as
6 = 2 ( f )  = ^  (A-22)
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which is  a fundamental antenna re la tio n .
Azimuth resolution is a function of 3 and the range to the target. 
This is  eas ily  seen when we project the antenna pattern in range, as 
shown in Figure A-6. Targets fu rth er in range have a lower resolution  
than a t near range because resolvable targets must be separated in  
azimuth by a t least an angle o f e, and e increases with range. S lant- 
plane azimuth resolution is  given by
P A  = PR (A—23)
Substituting equation (A-22) y ie lds
which not only states tha t resolution is  a function o f range, but states  
tha t the resolution a t range R may be increased by increasing L or de­
creasing XQ. All weather imaging re s tr ic ts  \ Q and the physical antenna 
length, L, is  lim ited  by a ir c r a f t  performance re s tric tio n s .
The synthetic aperture approach overcomes th is  seemingly unsolvable 
dilemma by synthesizing a large L antenna. As the antenna is  transport­
ed between two points in space, the radar pulse repetition  frequency 
and the a irc ra f t  (or spacecraft) ve loc ity  are adjusted so th a t antenna 
element transmissions occur in the same locations as a physical antenna 
having the length o f the f l ig h t  path. Phase information is  stored dur­
ing antenna synthesis. Signal processing is  la te r  done to sum the 
amplitude and phase o f the received energy, thereby creating the antenna 
pattern. The re su lt is  a pattern having a narrower beamwidth and
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Figure A-6 . Real aperture antenna pattern.
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therefore greater azimuth resolution.
I f  the radar transmits and receives energy from each elemental 
position of the synthetic antenna, the phase difference between posi­
tions is
<t> = M 2 R 1  = 4ttR (A_25)
o o
The factor 2R corresponds to the round t r ip  phase difference fo r a 
target a t slant-range R. The slant-range to a target varies as the 
antenna moves
R = (Rq2 + x2) 1/2 (A-26)
where RQ is  the broadside range to the target as shown in Figure A-7. 
Substituting equation (A-26) into  (A-25) yields
*  = 2 + x2 )172 (A-27)
Ao 0
4irR 2 1/2
= T - 9-  (1 + (A-28)
Terras o f the form ( 1 + e ) ^  may be expanded as
1 /2  2 
(1+e) = 1 + §  -  f  + . . .  (A-29)
so, taking the f i r s t  2 terms,




Figure A-7. Slant-plane geometry.




where <j>Q is  the constant phase term. The Doppler frequency s h ift  
associated with a target is  the time ra te  o f change of phase given by
which is  the Doppler equation. The fac to r o f 2 is  a ttribu ted  to two 
s h ifts  which occur; one received a t the target due to the apparent mo­
tion o f the radar toward the ta rg e t, and one received a t the antenna 
due to  the apparent motion o f the target toward the radar.
Two targets a t the same range are resolved in azimuth by the 
difference in th e ir  Doppler s h ifts . I f  one target is  a t an angle e-j 
re la tiv e  to the antenna, and the other target is  a t e2 then the Doppler 
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2V
A v  = v 2  -  v - j  = — (sin e2 -  sin e-j) (A-36)
For small e, sin e = e and
A v  s  A 6  (A-3 7 )
xo
The Doppler angle, A 9 ,  is  physically lim ited  by the half-power beamwidth 
of the antenna. Therefore,
(3 = A 6  (A-38)
Substituting equation (A-38) into  (A-37) y ie lds
W - K  (A- 39)
where V / A v  is  the azimuth resolution. F in a lly ,
P f l  -  ^  (A-40)
and substituting equation (A -20),
pa=L/2 (A-41)
Equation (A-41) is  a famous re su lt. I t  says tha t the maximum resolution  
of a SAR is  h a lf the length o f the physical antenna. I t  is  remarkable 
that a narrow beam antenna pattern is  created from many antennas having 
a short length, and therefore a wide beamwidth.
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APPENDIX 2 
SOFTWARE LISTINGS AND DATA
The number o f lines  of code prohibit the inclusion o f software 
lis tin g s  in th is  d issertation. Source code is on f i l e  in the Remote 
Sensing and Image Processing Laboratory tape lib ra ry , Department of 
E lectrica l and Computer Engineering, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803. Line p rin te r lis tin g s  and magnetic tape 
backups are in the care o f Dr. Charles Harlow, d irector of the labora­
tory. I t  should be noted tha t a ll  software is  w ritten  in  FORTRAN 77 and 
was implemented on a Perkin-Elmer 8/32 minicomputer. Almost a ll  o f the 
SAR processing software is  w ritten as overlays which interface with a 
large image processing package called ELAS, w ritten  and distributed by 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Image data analyzed in th is  d issertation are also on f i l e  in 
magnetic tape format in the RSIP tape lib ra ry . Release of th is  data 
may require the prior approval o f the Japan S e lf Defense A ir Force. In ­
quiries should be forwarded to Dr. Oscar Huh, Coastal Studies In s t itu te , 
Louisiana State University , Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803.
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